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Native Rocky Mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) populations, in 
the southern Cabinet Mountains of Western Montana, were studied 
from February 1977 to January 1978. The study area, consisting of 
170 square miles (kU2 km^), has been under intensive timber harvest 
since the late 1950's by the United States Forest Service, with 
placer mines operating through 1950. Background information was 
obtained from historical literature supplemented with hunter and 
outfitter interviews. Goat numbers peaked in the late 1930's at 
110 animals, and steadily declined to the 20 to 25 goats currently 
inhabiting the region.
Censusing of goats was carried out on the ground and by fixed—wing 
aircraft. During the ground censusing, both occupied and unoccupied 
summer and winter ranges were examined; they were subsequently 
habitat and land typed according to Forest Service criteria. Moun­
tain goats in the study area utilized different summer and winter 
ranges. During the summer months, goats were well dispersed 
throughout the subalpine regions and glacial cirque basins. Winter 
pushed the animals onto their traditional winter ranges. Histor­
ically, a minimum of six winter ranges were occupied. During this 
study, only three winter ranges were used. Present winter ranges 
were accessible only by foot trails, with no goats inhabiting the 
cliffy areas adjacent to roads, as they did in the past.
A combination of several decimating factors contributed to the 
goat decline. The initial loss was attributed to sport hunters' use 
of the proliferating access into the cliffy terrain. During the late 
1950' s , unlimited hunting permits coupled with heavy harvesting of 
accessible herds continued the demise. Mountain lion (Felis con- 
color) predation and poaching, not an overall cause of decline, 
occurred and resulted in the decimation of one herd. Disease may 
have been present and further added to population losses.
Reproduction in the goat herds was minimal. The skewed-sex har­
vest within the individual drainages over the past I8 years, coin­
ciding with continual hunter exploitation of goats on preferred 
winter ranges, severely depleted recruitment into the population.
Present hunting restrictions have curtailed excessive losses. Road 
closures and goat management on a drainage—to—drainage basis are 
needed for proper harvest regulation. Annual censusing and closer 
land manager-biologist-hunter cooperative relations were discussed.
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Chapter 1 
nsiTRODUOTION
From February 1977 to January 1978, I studied mountain goat 
herds in the southern half of the Cabinet Mountain Range near Thompson 
Falls, Montana. The specific objectives of the study were to determine:
1) seasonal distribution and location of key use areas;
2) historical mountain goat distribution in relation to areas 
currently occupied by goats;
3) the effects of road building, mining, and logging upon 
previously occupied and presently occupied habitat;
h) the delineation of mountain goat habitat used and that
habitat possessing the needed components, but not occupied; 
and
5) the effect of access management upon hunter harvest.
Hopefully, these objectives will lead the way in promoting the 
wise management of the mountain goat resource still existing in the 
Thompson Falls area.
Historically, the mountain goat was viewed as a symbol of the 
unspoiled wilderness within the boundaries of the United States and 
Canada. Efforts by governmental agencies and private organizations to 
extract natural resources have dramatically accelerated. These efforts 
have jeopardized the rugged habitat of the mountain goat, and will con­
tinue to do so. Proper management of the goats, for both aesthetic and 
sporting values, requires that the species be studied on the hunting
1
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district or drainage level rather than on a statewide basis. Because 
public land will be subjected to more intensified and diversified uses 
in the future, a land allocation program was implemented under the 
multiple use concept by those federal and state agencies charged with 
natural resource preservation.
The early history of mountain goat distribution in Montana was 
sketchy at best. Early observations showed the species was originally 
found within the major mountain ranges of western Montana. Native 
herds were common in areas exhibiting the ragged effects of erosion and 
glaciation. Jagged, mountainous terrain was of prime importance to the 
survival of the goats. Seldom have human-related activities, including 
mining and logging, directly eradicated goats from their native range. 
Indirectly, road building into mining and logging operations increased 
the use of these areas by hunters and other outdoor recreationalists. 
Previous studies, dealing with interactions between natural resource 
extraction and mountain goats in Montana (Chadwick 1973) and British 
Columbia (Pendergast and Bindemagel 197&), showed a marked decrease in 
goat herds in areas during intense resource extraction.
Prior to this study, insufficient data existed on the historical 
size of mountain goat herds inhabiting the Cabinet Mountains. The area 
around Thompson Falls was first explored and settled by David Thompson 
in 1808 while he was employed as a geographer and fur trader for the 
Northwest Trading Company. During his early travels, he established a 
trading post, approximately 8 miles (12.9 km) north of the present site 
of Thompson Falls (Bond 1971). The presence of mountain goats was men­
tioned only briefly by Thompson in his diary. Bond (l97l) in a biograph­
ical sketch quoted Thompson:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I (D. Thompson) sent off with the clerk and men the furs 
collected, among which were 100 of the mountain goat skins 
with their long, silky hair, of a foot in length, of a white 
color, tinged at the lower end with a very light shade of 
yellow.
This was the first recorded instance of mountain goat hides being shipped 
from North America to Europe. Thompson was ridiculed by his fellow 
workers, but the goat hides soon proved popular with the English gentry. 
Bond recounted a later description involving the same incident:
These same partners then wrote to me to procure as many as 
possible, I returned for answer that the hunting of the goat 
was both dangerous and laborious and for their ignorant ridicule 
I would send no more, and I kept my word.
The earliest records placed the population of mountain goats on 
the Cabinet National Forest (later combined with Lolo National Forest) 
at 155 in 1931 (Anon. 1937), with 75 on the Thompson Falls Ranger 
District.
Koch (I9UI) stated that the mountain ranges on the Idaho-Montana 
Border supported a sizeable and viable goat population. Records indi­
cated fluctuations in goat numbers within the Thonpson Falls Ranger 
District from 1931 to 1937*
Before 19^6, censusing techniques were crude. Little solid 
evidence was available on which to base goat estimates. From 1935 
through 1937, following the ineffective censusing under the Civilian 
Conservation Corps Program, winter game surveys on the Cabinet National 
Forest were more intensive. Only one of the sampled areas in these 
winter surveys. Cube Iron Mountain, fell within my study area. The 
other areas lie north of Thompson Falls, extending into the present-day 
Cabinet Wilderness Area. The game patrolmen making the surveys stated 
that their figures may be inaccurate and understated due to winter
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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inaccessibility (Cox and Hearing 1937) • From 1937 to 19^6, scant infor­
mation was gathered concerning goat numbers due to other pressing matters, 
such as deer (Odocoileus spp,) and elk (Cervus elaphus) management. 
Mountain goats were relegated to a subordinate position on the scale of 
game management and received only passing interest.
In 1946, the first quantitative statewide study of mountain goats 
was undertaken by Casebeer et al. (1950). That study, as that of 1937, 
indicated $0 goats on the Thompson Falls Ranger District. During the 
Casebeer study, the core of the goat population was associated with the 
Cube Iron Mountain-Mount Silcox complex (40 goats) with an auxiliary 
herd (lO goats) using the Mount Headley-Priscilla Peak area. Since that 
study, only casual observations and sketchy data gathered by hunters 
were available to evaluate the goat populations. The goat herds within 
the study area were native and hunted continuously for the past 21 years. 
The number of goat permits, in what is now Hunting District 121, has 
fluctuated, but slowly diminished to the present number of two issued 
in 1977.
the mid-1960's, personnel from both the Montana Fish and Game 
Department and the Forest Service (l. Puphal, pers. comm.) suspected 
that the mountain goat populations were suffering from overexploitation 
and harassment associated with the proliferating access. For years, 
personnel of the Montana Pish and Game Department apparently assumed, 
as did personnel of other state and provincial game departments, that 
the goat harvest could be regulated by reducing the number of permits 
for any given area. Only within the last few years have management 
personnel realized that permit numbers and access development are just 
a part of the total picture of regulation and recruitment into any given
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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goat population (Hebert and Turnbull 1976).
In the past, the Thompson Falls goat herds were managed in a 
similar manner to those of other states and provinces possessing hunt- 
able numbers of animals. According to Phelps et al. (1975)i mountain 
goat populations in the Kootenay Mountain Range of British Columbia were 
severely depleted during the late 1960's. Liberalized seasons and in­
creased hunting pressure, resulting from uncontrolled access into the 
region, led to these declines. The same situation existed in Alberta 
where, in many cases, herds were hunted to the point of extinction 
(McFetridge 1977).
For years, game biologists believed that goats could be managed 
by the principles used for regulating other ungulates, and management 
was carried out on that basis. Experience gained from studying deer 
and smaller game implied that a carrying capacity existed for each 
species and each population adjusted their numbers toward that capacity 
(Errington 19U5)• Only within recent years has this previously untested 
principle of self-regulation been open for criticism where goats were 
hunted. In Idaho, Kuck (1977) manipulated the goat harvest in the Pah- 
simeroi Mountains with the express purpose to discover if the goats 
responded under exploitation and renewed their numbers under the tra­
ditional carrying capacity concept.
With liberalized hunting seasons, the goats in Montana, Idaho, 
and the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia have declined with 
increased hunter access. Increased access development with diminishing 
mountain goat numbers were the primary reasons that this study was 
undertaken.
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Chapter 2 
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
Location and Ownership
The Cabinet Mountain Range of northwestern Montana extends from 
Libby in the north, south to Thompson Falls, in a northwest-southeast 
direction. The study area lies north and northeast of Thompson Falls in 
the southern portion of the Range (Fig. l). Map coordinates were 115^05'■ 
115°25' V. longitude and 1 4 . 7 ^ 3 5 ' '  N. latitude. The western and 
northern boundaries were located along the borders of Lolo and Kaniksu 
National Forests. The eastern boundary was established along Fishtrap 
Creek and ran southeast to the Thompson River. Montana Route 200 was 
established as the southern boundary. Also included within the study 
areas was a portion of national forest land lying east of the Thompson 
River, extending from Koo-Koo-Sint Ridge north into the Big Hole Creek 
Drainage.
The study area encompasses approximately I70 square miles {UU2
2km ). While $0 percent of the area is national forest land, the north­
east portion is checkerboarded, being owned by Burlington Northern and 
United States Plywood with some interspersed stateheld land.
The study area is located within the boundaries of three Lolo 
National Forest planning units; Cube Iron—Silcox, Mount Headley, and 
Big Hole (Fig. 2). Final environmental statements are finished for 
Cube Iron-Silcox (Anon. 197U) and Big Hole (Anon. 1976), but the data 
are still being formulated for the draft environmental statement on the 
Mount Headley Planning Unit.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Figiire 1. Location of southern Cabinet Mountain Range study area.
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Piguxe 2, U.S. Forest Service planning units located within the study 
area.
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Topography
The southern half of the Cabinet Mountain Range crests from 
3,000 (9IS m) to 5,500 feet (l,677 ca) above the floor of the Clark Fork 
Valley. Mount Headley, 7,U09 feet (2,259 m), is the highest peak in the 
study area; three other peaks tower above 7,000 feet: Priscilla Peak, 
7,0014. feet (2,135 m); Graves Peak, 7,051+ feet (2,l5l m); and Cube Iron 
Mountain, 7,179 feet (2,189 m).
After millions of years of constant buildup and erosion, the 
Cabinet Range was formed primarily by glaciation and water erosion. The 
entire range was largely influenced by Glacial Lake Missoula which, 
draining at 8 to 10 cubic miles per hour, washed the soil off the 
valley walls exposing bedrock (Alt and Hyndman I972). Glacial fill 
suggests the entire southern portion of the Cabinets was surrounded by 
water.
According to Willard (1935:222), sedimentation occurred from 
Algonkian to the Middle Cretaceous time periods, and subsequently:
Great pressure in the crust of the earth caused the rocks 
to be folded and overthrust toward the northeast faults or 
breaks in the rock formation occurred, and great segments of 
the crust of the earth were thrust upward and over so that 
older rocks came to lie on younger rocks. In this upheaval, 
vast troughs were formed, bearing a generally northwest- 
southeast direction. Basins or synclines were formed in 
downfolds and immense ridges were heaved up. Thus the region 
where sediments had long been accumulating near sea level was 
upheaved and became an elevated, rugged land.
After this initial upheaval, erosion carved out the canyons and gorges. 
Valleys were formed following faulting and warping of the bare rock. 
Volcanic activity took place, followed by basin deepening and sedimen­
tation in Miocene time. Large lake basins were drained and streams 
became rejuvenated. Stream cutting and erosion were finally interrupted
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by glacial formation during the Ice Age.
The eastern portion of the Range is the most rugged, mountainous 
terrain and was principally formed by glacial movement. Numerous small 
glaciers are located in the subalpine cirques near Mount Headley. How­
ever, these small glaciers, located in the east-west aligned canyons, 
never extended into the West Fork of the Thompson River to form a trunk 
glacier. Past glacial activity in the Mount Headley and Cube Iron com­
plex formed numerous subalpine lakes after the recession of the glacial 
ice. The high rugged subalpine cirques above the West Fork Drainage of 
the Thompson River were also glacially carved. Water erosion was 
responsible for the valleys in both the Thompson River and West Fork 
of the Thompson River. No glaciation was present in the lower gorge at 
the mouth of the Thompson River,
On the western side of the range, the Thompson Falls or Clark 
Fork Basin was formed by water erosion (Alden 1953)» Disagreement 
existed among geologists, whether a glacier was formed and descended 
into this basin or not. While the extent of glaciation was questionable 
on the western side, several tributaries draining into the Graves Creek 
Drainage definitely showed glacial presence. The headwater stretches 
of Squaw and Thome creeks possess fill from past glacial activity.
The lower creek bottoms and flat terraces formed by water erosion are 
filled with alluvial deposits from receding Glacial Lake Missoula.
Davis (1920:1^3) researched the western side of the Range, and 
declared that both the upper and lower Thompson Falls Basins were pri­
marily water eroded, but:
, , , the scouring and cliffing were done by glacial ice; 
and . . . the ice presumably entered the valley at more than 
one point in the form of several separate glaciers, after
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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river erosion had given the valley a normal form essentially 
similar to that which it still exhibits in the non—glaciated 
headwater stretches.
Alden (1953) disagreed with Davis. Alden felt the western side was 
entirely water eroded with no glacial inundation taking place. He pos­
tulated the basin was formed by rapidly moving water cutting a wide 
channel following the destzniction of the massive glacial dam at Sand- 
point, Idaho.
Geology
The southern portion of the Cabinet Range is generally composed 
of the Wallace Formation of Precambrian sedimentary rock (sandstone and 
mudstone) intruded with granitic masses laid down 600 to 1,500 million 
years ago (Anon. 197U)» Metasedimentary rock formations are present 
consisting of quartzites, argillites, sandstones, and limestones. The 
higher slopes within the Cube Iron-Silcox complex are composed of the 
Ravalli group and typified by argillites and quartzites intermingled 
with shale. In the lower elevations, particularly in the West Fork 
Drainage, the Missoula group dominates the rock formation.
Climate
Thompson Falls is characteristically dominated by some of the 
mildest weather in northwestern Montana, Brown (l97U) attributes this 
to the northwest-southeast alignment of the major mountain ranges.
This is true of the Clark Fork Valley, but extreme climatic differences 
prevailed within the various drainages. Large differences in the type 
and amount of precipitation are found within the study area. While rain 
fell in the Clark Fork Valley, many times snow was falling in the north- 
south aligned drainages.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Coeiar d'Alene Range Belong the îfontana-Idaho Border acts as a 
harrier to the air masses moving eastward from the Pacific Coast. The 
northern portion of the Cabinet Range absorbs the extreme cold of the 
Canadian air masses moving through the northwestern part of the State.
Winter months are characterized by light snowfall, except at the 
higher elevations, and overcast skies are quite common. The majority 
of the precipitation normally occurs from November through January and 
falls as snow. Rain is also common due to warming trends in the region. 
Summer months are warm and dry with clear skies prevailing well into 
September.
Climatological records were collected at the Montana Power 
hydroelectric dam in Thompson Falls, 2 miles (3.2 km) due south of the 
study area.
The winter of 1976-77 was one of the mildest winters ever re­
corded for northwestern Montana (Table l). Snowfall was well below 
normal and rapidly melted on exposed slopes due to sunny skies and mild 
temperatures. In Februazy, maiy of the south-facing slopes were snow- 
free. The higher slopes and ridge tops used by mountain goats remained 
relatively free of snow and presented no problems for wintering animals.
Past and Present Land Use
The study area is administered by the United States Forest Ser­
vice under the guidelines of three planning units: Cube Iron-Silcox, 
Mount Headley, and Big Hole. The Cube Iron-Silcox and Mount Headley 
planning units are administered by the Thompson Falls Ranger District, 
while the Big Hole planning unit is jointly administered by the Thompson 
Falls and Plains ranger districts. The study area lies entirely within 
the boundaries of Sanders County.
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Table 1, Climatological data recorded at the Thompson Falls hydro­
electric plant during the winter study period (1976-1977)» 
a very severe winter (1968-1969)» and the summation of the 
years 19^1-1970.^
Month
Winter Study
1976-77
Winter
1968-69
Winters
191+1-70
Temp,
Extremes
ej-P
§•r-t
cS m -p a> ■H Æ
•H G O *H (B v_--
e-ÎTI-
Temp.
Extremes
ao•H-Pcd m  -P 0) •H ^  P. Q rH -Hcd Ü -H-p 0)'^
l o -
^ i*
Temp.
Extremes
(d-PoEH
g•HP X—Xcd ra 
p  <u
•H aO H e <—X
&
Sept 61.5 9U 32 0.1+1 51.0 86 21 2.1+5 59.2 106 21+ 1.1+1
Oct U7.2 83 20 0.61 1+5.3 71 27 2.82 1+8.1 89 18 2.11
Nov 36.6 62 8 2.01 36.5 52 17 2.05 36.3 65 -13 2.63
Dec 30.1 hi 11+ 1.01+ 25.2 1+3 -25 3.58 30.1 58 -25 2.50
Jan 25.3 1+6 -1 0.80 19.1+ 1+0 -6 6.11+ 26.5 56 -36 2.61
Feb 36.1 59 15 0.56 29.0 1+6 9 1.01+ 33.0 61+ -30 1.85
Mar 38.1+ 66 19 1.95 36.6 67 7 1.07 38.0 78 -10 1.72
Apr 50.7 92 21 0.01+ 1+8.1+ 81+ 27 1.76 1+6.9 90 17 1.72
^ata taken from Climatological Data published monthly by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Natural resource extraction in the Cabinet Range has strongly- 
influenced the economy of the Upper Clark Fork Valley, particularly the 
towns of Plains, Thompson Falls, and Trout Creek. The past and present 
land uses are well documented and will be discussed by their financial 
significance to the local econoriQr.
Timber management. Timber management is the most economically 
in^ortant industry in the area. The major wood products manufactured 
are rough and finished lumber and plywood. Prior to 1950, the economy 
of northwestern Montana was faltering. During the early 1950’s, the 
economy leaned more toward manufacturing industries, including wood 
products, with the occupations of agriculture, mining, and railroading 
undergoing a rapid and steady decline.
This revitalization of the wood products industry can be attrib­
uted to improved harvesting and milling techniques, and the relocation 
of major lumber concerns into the area. From 1952 through I969, the 
timber harvested in the national forests of Montana increased I8I per­
cent (Anon. 1972a). During this same time period, the population of 
western Montana maintained an 11 percent increase compared to the entire 
State, principally because of the rejuvenated logging industry. In 19^9, 
the U.S. Forest Service estimated that 60 percent of all timber harvested 
in Montana came from the northwestern National Forests. Of the remaining 
1+0 percent, 30 percent was from private land, while 10 percent came from 
federal and state lands (Johnson 1972).
The majority of wood products harvested in Montana and the re­
lated employment are centered in the eight northwestern counties;
Lincoln, Flathead, Sanders, Mineral, Missoula, Granite, Ravalli, and
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Lake. Sanders County ranks fourth in employment of workers in the wood 
industry.
Four major sawmills are located in Thompson Falls, Plains (mill 
closed in July 1977), and Trout Creek. These mills, along with several 
smaller, individually owned mills, employ ^2 percent of the working 
force and account for approximately 66 percent of the total county pay­
roll (Anon. 1972b). These figures concerning the total number of wood 
products workers in the industry do not include U.S. Forest Service 
eiqployees, self-employed loggers, or logger^ranchers. A log home manu­
facturing company (National Log Home, Inc.) is located 1 mile (l,6 km) 
east of Thompson Falls.
The larger lumber mills ship their wood waste to the Hoemer 
Waldorf pulp mill in Missoula, while the smaller mills find this 
economically infeasible. Thus, the wood waste from the smaller mills 
is burned in teepee burners.
Eighty-two percent of Sanders County is forested. Within the 
study area, the Forest Service manages over 90 percent of the total 
timber holdings. Commercially important timber species include: pon- 
derosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), Douglas- 
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), western larch (Larix occidentalis), sub­
alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa). with some logging of western red cedar 
(Thuja plicata) and Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii).
Recreation. The study area offers enormous outdoor recreational 
opportunities, but the majority went unused during the accessible months. 
During late spring and summer, the major recreational use of the area 
is confined to the larger lakes and areas immediately around them.
Cabin and Fishtrap lakes are particularly popular for fishing, hiking,
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and camping. Two Forest Service campgrounds, Copper King and Clark 
Memorial, are located within the study area along the lower Thompson 
River. Major use of these campgrounds is confined to the summer and 
fall, and both areas have a high occupancy rate during that time span.
Most streams are lightly fished. The Thompson River and the 
West Fork of the Thompson River support the vast majority of the fishing, 
due to their size and easy access. Many of the smaller streams are 
intermittent and dry up in the lower bench areas by late summer. The 
streams that persist rarely provide habitat capable of supporting fish 
over 12 inches (30.5 cm) in length. Rainbow (Salmo gairdnerl), Montana 
westslope cutthroat (̂ . clarki), and Dolly Varden trout (Salvelinus 
malma). along with mountain white fish (Prosopium williamsoni) are 
commonly caught in the streams and rivers.
In the fall, hunting is the primary use of the area. Ruffed 
(Ponasa umbellus), Franklin (Canachites canadensis). and blue grouse 
(Dendragapus obscurus) are common. Small upland game hunting is popular 
with local residents and results in sizeable kills. However, big game 
hunting is the most popular. Whitetail deer (Odocoileus virginianus). 
mule deer (O. hemionus), elk, and black bear (Ursus americanus) sup­
port the majority of the sport hunting. Under the current system of 
permit hunting in Montana, bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), moose (Alces 
alces), and mountain goat are hunted on a restricted basis. During the 
winter months, mountain lion, bobcat (Lynx ruffus), and Canadian lynx 
(L, canadensis) are hunted with dogs by local and out-of-county resi­
dents (s. Dejong, pers. comm.).
The grizzly bear (Ursus arctos) is no longer hunted within the 
study area. A study of critical grizzly habitat is presently underway,
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but no permanent boundaries are firmly established. While accounts of 
grizzly bear sightings are still made, the last confirmed kill of a 
grizzly on or near the study area was on private land in 1971+ at the 
mouth of Squaw Creek.
The Graves Creek Drainage, in the northwestern section of the 
area, receives year-round use. Graves Creek Falls is considered a major 
local attraction. Crosscountry skiers, snowshoers, and snowmobilers 
utilize the upper basins of Graves Creek during the winter months.
The central portion of the area, from Mount Headley south 
through the Cube Iron-Silcox complex, is classified into the "high- 
scenery" category by Lolo National Forest. Only 10 percent of the 
entire forest is so classified. This area is characterized by a heavily 
forested topography with magnificent views of subalpine lakes and gla­
cially eroded cliffs. Unfortunately, within the midst of this scenery 
lies some of the most heavily harvested and clearcut regions in western 
Montana, and signs of civilization are not often visually removed from 
the hiker.
Agriculture and water use. Agriculture in the Thompson Palls 
vicinity lies within the Clark Fork Valley, largely confined to the 
river terraces and benches north of the Clark Fork River. It is 
basically a subsistence type of farming and ranching, and poses a 
negligible impact on the surrounding mountain ranges. Two water trans­
mission lines are present, the municipal .watershed for the town of 
Thompson Falls on Ashley Creek, and the springs on Goat Creek which 
serves the town of Snyder. Irrigation permits are issued by the Forest 
Service for many streams running through private property on the
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southern Lolo National Forest boundaries, but presently pose no threat 
of stream dewatering.
Mining. The existence of mining in western Montana dates back 
to the early iBBO's (Crowley I963), Discovery of gold in the Coeur 
d'Alene Mountain Range on the Montana border brought a large influx of 
people into the northwestern part of the State. Some of those people 
eventually drifted into present-day Sanders County. The larger mining 
sites in the study area lie adjacent to the Thompson River Drainage and 
have not been worked in recent years. While being actively worked, 
these mines produced rich ores of copper, silver, and lead. The ores 
were shipped directly to Anaconda for smelting. In many cases, the 
identity of the smaller, individually owned mines was lost through 
various consolidations and transfers.
Only two major mining claims. Copper King and Silver King, are 
found in the study area. Deteriorating roads are still present into 
both mines. The Copper King mine, from 1913 through 1948, produced 
97,094 pounds of copper and 5,04? pounds of silver. The Silver King 
mine, from I916 through 1950, produced 15,272 pounds of silver, 13,089 
pounds of copper, and 110,332 pounds of lead (Crowley I963).
Smaller mining claims are scattered throughout the region, but 
pose little threat to the environment. The full potential of the 
mineral resources are not fully known and should mineral shortages sur­
face, the region offers the prospect of more widespread exploration 
(Anon. 1974).
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Roadless Areas
The study area contains four roadless areas (Fig. 3)i classified 
under the RARE II system. The largest, Cube Iron Roadless Area (RARE 
no. 222) contains 32,000 acres (12,955 ha) with 95 percent federally 
owned. The second largest area is Teepee-Spring Creek Roadless Area 
(rare no. 21^) containing 30,280 acres ( 12,259 ha) with 8I4. percent in 
federal hands. The third area is Sundance Ridge Roadless Area (RARE no. 
223), located on the ridge north of the Vest Fork Drainage, comprised 
of 10,900 acres (^^^13 ha). The smallest area is known as Deep Creek 
and encompasses 8,900 acres (3,803 ha), west of Graves Creek covering 
Cougar and Graves peaks, and the Deep Creek Drainage.
Fire History
Only one major fire, in 1931, has occurred within the study 
area (Fig. i+). This fire extended from the railroad tracks southwest 
of the study area up the south slope of the Squaw Creek Drainage and 
burned into the basin below Squaw Pass. A smaller fire in 1917 burned 
the Squaw Creek area, but was of little importance to the goats using 
the region. In I889, a fire burned the upper saddle of Bay State 
Creek. In I9IO, the upper section of Buckeye Canyon was burned. From 
1966 to I97U, spot fires, presumably man-caused, have occurred along 
the east side of the Thompson River. Fire has played a relatively 
minor role in the overall picture of vegetative dynamics in the study ' 
area. Fire is primarily responsible for the serai vegetative stages 
present in Squaw Creek and is beneficial to the deer, elk, and moun­
tain goats using the area.
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Figure 3* RAEE II roadless areas in the southern Cabinet Mountain 
Range.
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Figure I4.. Fire history within the study area.
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History of Road Building
Prior to 1931» the majority of the study area was unroaded.
Only Montana Route 200 on the extreme southern "boundary was paved with 
one secondary road on the eastern side present. In the 1930's, no con­
sequential logging was taking place in the interior of the region. The 
sparse logging taking place was confined to the lower foothills and 
benchland north of the Clark Fork Valley. Maps printed in 1931 showed 
the only other paved road in the vicinity was the Thompson River Road, 
which extended from the mouth of the Thompson River, 2 miles (3.2 km) 
north to the town of Snyder. A dirt road was present in the southern 
portion of the Graves Creek Drainage extending northeast, and inter­
sected with the Lolo National Forest boundary, approximately 1 mile 
(1.6 km) up the creek. While no other roads were present, the trail 
system was remarkably unchanged, except for those trails extending to 
the ridgetops, most notably seen where roads replaced the trails.
In the years 193U through 1935f the Thompson Falls Ranger Dis­
trict was opened up with roads. The Thompson River was roaded as far 
as Big Hole Creek (head of the Priscilla Peak Trail) with a spur road 
built up the West Fork of the Thonipson River to the mouth of Big Spruce 
Creek.
In April 195U» the first major interior road building took place 
within the District. In that year, the Graves Creek-Vermilion Road was 
completed with the primary purpose to remove the spruce bark beetle 
infested timber, and secondarily for the future logging, of the Vermilion 
River Basin. Puphal (l954:l), the District Ranger for Thompson Falls, 
believed that building the road into the Graves Creek Drainage also 
served the interests of the sportsmen and stated:
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This road will open up a virgin fishing, hunting, and 
general recreation area. The area is known to support a 
large elk population as well as many deer, hear, and 
mountain goat.
In January I966, a justification statement (Puphal 1966:1) was 
issued for the location of a road at the terminus of Deerhom Creek, 
Puphal proposed that a forked road be built, with one branch extending 
to the ridge top at Priscilla Peak and the other dropping into the 
Jungle Creek Basin, He also recommended completion of the Upper Bee3>-
h o m  Hoad to Priscilla Peak: for future timber sales and the added
advantage of mechanized travel in the event of forest fires. Another 
point used for promoting the road construction was:
. . .  an unexploited big-game country abounding in elk, 
deer, mountain goat and bear. A road to the top should help 
distribute the local animal harvest over a wide area and 
thus, relieve pressure on the over-hunted areas.
In addition, a new fire lookout could be built and:
This proposed road would undoubtedly prove to be a very
popular scenic drive as this is rugged country with a
grand view from the summit.
This road, extending to the Priscilla Peak Lookout, was not completed.
Lack of a readily accessible timber resource south of Priscilla Peak 
along Barktable Creek, and the scarcity of other merchantable timber 
in this rugged terrain, was enough to discourage further extension of 
the road.
In September 1959» the Liver Ridge Road was completed and ex­
tended from the Vest Fork of the Thompson River to Liver Peak. An 
auxiliary road, built in I966, extended from the main road onto the 
southeast face of Roundtop Mountain.
The Cougar Peak Road was finished in the winter of 1962, ex­
tending 15 miles (2h km) north of Blue Slide Road to the top of Cougar
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Peak and terminating below the fire lookout.
In 1966, Big Spruce Creek Road was added to the system. Because 
of rugged terrain, the Road was built several miles north of the mouth 
of Big Spruce Creek and ran southwest above the south-facing slopes of 
the Creek.
The last major road building took place south of Sundance Ridge 
and involved Four Lakes and North Four Lakes roads. Those two major 
extensions of the West Fork of the Thompson River Road opened up the 
area immediately south of Flarmot Peak and the Anne Creek Drainage.
In an overall view, the study area was roaded predominantly in 
a north-south direction with only one Road, Weber Gulch Road, entering 
from the west into the area.
Future Trends and Projections
Human population change. The population change in Thompson 
Falls and Sanders County from 1950 to 1970 was closely tied to the 
economic stability of the timber industry. While Thompson Falls main­
tained a steady increase in population during this period, Sanders 
County suffered a population loss in I96O, primarily due to the falter­
ing timber industry. In the late 1950's, major timber firms moved into 
the Thompson Falls area causing the population to rise.
During the period from I96O to 1970, the Thompson Falls popula­
tion increase was double that experienced by Sanders County and the 
entire State (Table 2). Future projections indicate a steady rise in 
population in both Thompson Falls and Sanders County (Anon. 197k)-
While the population of the County was slowly increasing, the 
number of farming units was decreasing I6 percent from I96I1. to I969.
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Table 2. Population changes in Thompson Falls and Sanders County in 
relation to Montana for the period 1950 to 1970.
Year
Population
Thompson Falls Sanders County Montana
1950 851 6,983 591,024
i960 1,274 6,880 674,767
1970 1,356 7,093 694,409
Population change
1950-1960
Number 423 -103 83,743
Percent 33.2 -1.5 14.2
1960-1970
Number 82 213 19,642
Percent 6.4 3.1 2.9
Source: Anon. 19^3 and 1973*
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An increase in small urban and rural non—farm development had taJcen 
place (Anon, 1972b), This trend can be expected to maintain itself 
due to the faltering agricultural economy and the added pressure that 
subdivisions have placed on farming operations.
Timber management. Timber management should continue to be the 
major economic indicator for Sanders County (Fig. 5). Timber harvest­
ing will increase in adjacent areas. The wood products industry con­
tains a previously untouched source for a pulp or paper operation or 
particle board manufacturer. This should help the smaller mills in the 
area since wood waste could be sold. The other major waste of wood 
fiber takes place in the thinning of the forests. According to the 
Sanders County Situation Statement (Anon. 1972b), the location of a 
wood fiber processing plant in the vicinity of Thompson Falls would be 
a "shot in the arm" for the county's economy by creating jobs and 
expanding the timber industry payroll.
Recreation. Just as the United States is undergoing a change 
from an urban to a rural-oriented recreational society, Montana has 
experienced the same change. Interest in outdoor recreation has sky­
rocketed in recent years. Recreation on public land will increase 
significantly in the future.
The Thompson Falls environs have been visited in recent years 
more and more by out-of-county and out-of-state hunters and fishermen. 
Existing campgrounds and trails will be used more by the American public, 
While recreational use will boost the economy of the county, it will in 
the long run have a devastating effect on the fish and wildlife re­
sources.
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Figure 5* Future logging in the study area— TFRD five year timber 
management plan.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The following statistics formulated "by the Montana Fish and 
Gajne Department project the demand for outdoor recreation in Sanders 
County through 1985 (Table 3).
Table 3» Projected demand for outdoor recreation in Sanders County 
(in activity days).
1970 197$ %  inc. 1985 %  inc.
Hunting 13,043 13,299 2.0 13,876 4.3
Fishing $8,279 60,168 3.2 65,582 9.0
Camping 30,527 35,631 16.7 47,132 32,2
Source: Anon, 1965.
While overall recreational facilities will experience an in­
crease, the fact that Thompson Falls is not located near a large urban 
area should be the key element keeping recreational use in pace with 
existing opportunities (Anon. I968).
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METHODS AHD MA.TERIALS
This study was initially begun with the intention of live- 
trapping or tranquilizing goats for radiocollaring. The first goats 
were sighted in February 1977» after 3 weeks of steady backpacking and 
snowshoeing through the study area. After this initial sighting, many 
days were spent in the field locating additional animals. Since fewer 
goats were found than originally expected, the project direction was 
slightly modified. After conferring with Dr. Bart 0' Gara of the Mon­
tana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit and Gary Halvorson of Lolo 
National Forest, radiotelemetry was abandoned due to low animal con­
centrations and the inherent problems involved with trapping and 
darting animals on cliffy, snow-covered winter ranges.
Background Information
Originally, I planned to gather background information on the 
goat herds from previous counts and sightings by Montana Fish and Game 
and Forest Service personnel. This approach yielded sparse data on 
herd size, and limited both the areas, and time of year that could be 
adequately investigated. Returned mountain goat questionnaires received 
by the Montana Fish and Game office in Libby were reviewed (Appendix B). 
The examination of these questionnaires exposed two serious problems.
The most glaring deficiency was the lack of a map to pinpoint the kill 
site. Secondly, because the questionnaire was mailed on an optional 
basis, returns were largely affected by the hunters' attitudes toward
29
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the various managing agencies and the sportsmen’s desires to enhance 
further goat management. The present questionnaire in use by the Pish 
and Game Department was reorganized into a more workable format, in­
cluding a detailed map for my use (Appendix A).
During the summer and early fall of 1977» many evenings were 
spent making appointments and conducting followup interviews with suc­
cessful goat hunters. Most of the background information on the goat 
herds was obtained by interviewing hunters, outfitters, and local 
residents knowledgeable about the history of goats in the area.
Hundreds of hours were spent talking with these individuals. Hunter 
questionnaires, along with a letter of project explanation, were mailed 
to those hunters who previously lived in the area and had moved, or 
those that hunted the area but were not western Montana residents, I 
travelled over most of western Montana talking with successful hunters. 
Personal interviews were selected over impersonal form letters because 
I felt the letter might meet the same indifferent attitude that the 
original questionnaire had encountered. 'Ey assumptions concerning 
literary correspondence were subsequently borne out during the year, 
because of a poor mail return.
Using the direct interview approach, hunter response was excel­
lent. The people in the area were extremely concerned about the future 
of the mountain goat in the region. Many people felt the present goat 
situation was analogous to the bighorn sheep extirpation in the Thompson 
Palls-Plains region in the late 19U0’s. The hunters were open about 
their experiences with goats and provided an indepth account. This 
approach, supplemented with records from the Forest Service and the 
Fish and Game Department provided the core of the goat history within
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the area. I found that most hunters were glad to help out and talk 
ahout their hunting experiences, particularly when they felt someone 
cared enough to personally see them,
Censusinff
Mountain goats were censused in the area from February 1977 to 
January 1978. Size of goat herds and sexes were recorded. During the 
winter months, snowshoeing the drainage bottoms along established foot 
trails proved the most advantageous, except for a brief warm spell in 
March, when southern slopes were climbed. All drainages west of the 
Thompson River had excellent access via well-maintained foot trails. 
During late March, a snowmobile was used to provide quicker access into 
the central portion of the region. Travel was confined to the West Fork 
of the Thompson River, Graves Creek, and Cougar Peak roads, but proved 
slow due to snow depth and crusting.
During the late spring and summer, valley bottoms were abandoned 
for travel, and ridgetops hiked. Ify ability to cover the study area 
increased significantly. A secondary base camp was established in the 
southeast basin below Squaw Pass. Backpacking from this camp site 
proved beneficial because of the time saved in transit to the area.
Extended backpack trips into goat winter ranges were started in 
late April as a result of early snowline recession. Most trips met 
with limited success since the animals had abandoned their winter ranges 
prior to 28 April 1977* In June, an aerial survey by fixed-wing air­
craft was flown with Fish and Game Department personnel over much of 
the range occupied the previous winter. This proved of little direct 
value since no goats were sighted.
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Most goats were readily approached on their winter range. I 
generally could climb to within 100 (l09 m) to 1^0 (l6^ m) yards of 
the animals, which exhibited curiosity but little fear as long as I 
remained below them. However, if I climbed above the animals, they 
became alarmed and ran to cliffy areas. Approaching goats during 
summer months, particularly on subalpine ridgetops, proved less pro­
ductive. Moving towards the animals elicited a great deal of appre­
hension, and they ran for heavily forested and rocky terrain.
Habitat Analysis of Goat Seasonal Ranges
The majority of mountain goat research in the United States and 
Canada has been undertaken during the past decade. Initial research 
indicated that the critical period of the year for goats was the time 
spent on winter ranges (Brandborg 1955)* Winter severity and hunting 
access were two well established problems that faced goats in the past. 
Since the study area appeared to possess abundant summer range in the 
subalpine areas and human—goat interactions were minimal resulting 
from low summer recreational use of the high areas, attention was 
primarily directed at winter range conditions.
An initial objective of this study was the analysis of presently 
and previously occupied seasonal ranges. An attempt was made to ascer­
tain the land and habitat types of unoccupied winter ranges with regard 
to their ability to support goats in the future. With the recession of 
the snowline, an effort was undertaken to visit each previously occupied 
goat winter and summer range, and classify each according to the land 
and habitat types used by the Lolo National Forest land managers. The 
method of habitat typing used by them was basically a modification of
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the western Montana habitat types set up by Pfister et al. (1977)* 
Inherently built into this analysis of the range was a need to examine 
the microclimate to the extent that it affected goat usage.
Vegetation. Because of the predominant northwest-southeast 
alignment of the mountain ranges, the floristic composition in the 
vicinity of Thompson Falls reflects the Pacific Coast climatic influ­
ence (Brown 197^0* Tree species common to the west coast are found in 
the region. These include: western red cedar, western hemlock (Tsuga 
heterophylla), mountain hemlock (T. mertensiana), grand fir (Abies 
grandis)« western white pine (Pinus monticola), and western yew (Taxus 
brevifolia).
The topography of the region varies from river terraces to 
glacially carved subalpine cirques, and consequently contains a varied 
flora. The following vegetative groups are present and are based on 
the habitat inventory groups used by Lolo National Forest (Anon. 1975).
I. Rockland (Habitat Group 01)
II. Ponderosa Pine (Habitat Group 11)
III. Douglas-fir/Grass (Habitat Group 3l)
IV, Douglas-fir/Shrub (Habitat Group 32)
V, Queencup Beadlily (Habitat Group )+l)
VI. Menziesia ^Habitat Group 5l)
VII. Beargrass (Habitat Group 61)
VIII. Devil's Club (Habitat Group 8l 
IX, Subalpine (Habitat Group 9l)
X, Forested Scree and Talus (Habitat Group 95)
While these ten habitat groups are present, only those groups utilized 
by mountain goats will be discussed.
Habitat Groups. Mountain goat seasonal habitat groups vary 
from bare rockland to timbered areas, depending on the time of year.
The number of frequented habitat groups increases dramatically on
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summer ranges, as opposed to winter ranges. The following seven habitat 
groups were used by goats in the study area. The habitat groups were 
taken from the Habitat Group Inventory Manual (Anon. 1975).
Habitat Group 01 (Rockland)
Rockland occurs in steep and rocky terrain, primarily associated 
with high elevation topography. Glaciers carved out the small basins 
on the northfacing slopes. Rockland is also found where exposed bed­
rock appears near ridgetops and valley walls. Vegetation is sparse 
within this habitat group. Escape and bedding terrain are the primary 
uses by mountain goats during the year.
Habitat Group 32 (Douglas-fir/Shrub series)
The Douglas—fir/Shrub habitat group is the most common vegeta­
tive group found in the area because of its adaptability to a wide 
variety of climatic conditions. It is commonly found on warm and dry 
sites from low to high elevation. This habitat group is found on both 
winter and summer goat ranges. Common understory species associated 
with the group are: kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), dwarf 
huckleberry (Vaccinium caespitosum), ninebark (Physocarpus malvaceus), 
and snowberry (Symphoricarpos albus). Douglas-fir/nlnebark habitat 
groups provide summer range for mountain goats on cool and moist 
northern slopes. The majority of the winter range on the southfacing 
slopes of Squaw Creek falls into this group. Deer, elk, bighorn sheep, 
and goat winter use is high throughout the region.
Habitat Group Ul (Queencup Beadlily)
The queencup beadlily (Clintonia uniflora) group is found on 
goat summer range. Generally, the habitat group is located on cool and 
moist sites from low to high elevations. Grand fir, western red cedar.
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and subalpine fir are the primary overstory species within the area.
The queencup group in the study area is mainly confined to the moist 
stream bottoms, benches, and northern slopes. This group represents 
the most productive region in the area. The most important serai 
species are Douglas-fir and western white pine with an interspersion 
of western larch and Engelmann spruce. Areas within the habitat group 
are preferred summering habitat for goats because of the large biomass 
of forbs, grass and shrubs growing in the understory.
Habitat Group ^1 (Menziesia)
The Menziesia ferruginea group is scattered throughout the area, 
and is most commonly found on cool and moist northerly slopes and on 
bench areas at high elevations. Characteristically, menziesia forms a 
patchy and dense shrub layer, from 1+ (l.2 m) to 6 feet (l.8 m) high.
On the western half of Lolo National Forest, mountain hemlock is the 
dominant overstory species. Subalpine fir and whitebark pine (Pinus 
albicaulls) along with lodgepole pine are found scattered as serai 
species. Wildlife values are considered high for summer use, but big 
game winter range use is low.
Habitat Group 6l (Beargrass)
Cool and very dry sites from mid to high elevations favor the 
beargrass (Xerophyllum tenax) habitat type. Beargrass communities 
comprise a major portion of the subalpine zone within the region. This 
habitat type is mainly confined to cool, dry sites on ridgetops running 
above the drainages. In the western portion of Lolo National Forest, 
this habitat type is found on high elevated southern exposures and 
ridgetops, with the menziesia habitat group on the northern aspects 
abutting the beargrass communities, Beargrass associations have
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relatively low to moderate productivity. Lodgepole pine and Douglas- 
fir are the most important serai species. Use of the "beargrass group 
by goats is primarily confined to summer months with some minor winter 
occupancy in the more snowfree regions.
Habitat Group 91 (Subalpine)
Subalpine habitat types are confined to the highest elevated 
regions in the study area. Cool temperatures and heavy snow accumula­
tions are commonly found in the area. In the study area, the subalpine 
fir/wood-rush (Luzula hitchcockii) habitat type dominates the goat 
range near the ridgetops. Mountain hemlock and menziesia stands are 
found scattered throughout the area. Western larch is also quite common. 
Subalpine groups normally produce a low timber yield. Severe winds and 
massive snow cover cause mechanical injury to the trees which take on a 
dwarfed or stunted appearance. Big game use in the summer months is 
high; winter use is governed by the snow shedding ability of the area.
Habitat Group 96 (Forested Scree and Talus)
Forested scree and talus slopes are found on steep and rocky 
aspects with sparse or clumped vegetation in the overstory. Use of 
this region is primarily confined to the eastern side of the Thompson 
River and provides winter range for the Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch 
goat herd. Timber potential is low due to the stockability limits and 
low site productivity.
Seasonal Land Types. The following eight land types were used 
by mountain goats as seasonal ranges to varying degrees throughout the 
year, A brief description of each follows, taken from the Land Types 
Manual (Anon, no date) used by the United States Forest Service. For
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a more detailed description, the Land Type Manual should he consulted. 
Land Type 10 (Mountain Uplands with Sandy Residual Soils)
This land type is composed of mountain uplands with incised 
valleys and sharp divides, predominantly formed by water erosion.
Slopes fall within the l5 to over 90 percent range, but generally fall 
in the 35 to 65 percent range. Elevations vary from 2,500 (762 m) to
9.000 feet (2,7W+ m). Soils are moderately deep with a heavy dry tex­
ture mixed with rocky fragments. Soils are well drained with moderately 
high moisture storage capacity.
Land Type 12 (Mountain Uplands with Silty and Clayey Residual 
Soils)
This land type is composed of mountain uplands with incised 
valleys and sharp divides, predominantly formed by water erosion and 
frost actions. Slopes fall within the 15 to 90 percent range, but are 
generally 35 to 65 percent. Elevations vary from 2,500 (762 m) to
9.000 feet (2,71^ m). Soils are moderately deep to deep with silty
and clay texture, and interspersed rocky fragments. Soils are well
drained and possess a high moisture storage capacity. It differs from
land type 10 in having silty and clay soils rather than sandy soils.
Land Type lU (Gently Rounded High Divides with Deep Loan%r 
Residual Soils)
This landform is primarily formed from deep frost churning up
the residual soil matter. Slopes range from nearly flat regions to
more than 35 percent. Elevations range from U,000 (1,220 m) to 7,000
feet (2,13^ m) throughout the region. All aspects are represented.
Soils are very deep sandy and loamy textures and contain broken rock.
These soils are well drained with moderately high moisture retention.
Land Type I8 (Mountain Uplands with Loamy Residual Grassland 
or Alpine Meadow Soils)
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This land type consists of mountain uplands with loamy residual 
grassland at elevations of 2,^00 (762 m) to 7,000 feet (2,134 m).
Slopes range from 9 to 80 percent. Generally, the aspect is southerly 
and soils range from shallow to deep and are composed of stoney loam 
or gravel. Forage production is good as the soils are well drained and 
have a moderate water storage capacity.
Land Type 20 (Rockland and Talus)
This land type consists of barren or nearly barren rockland and 
talus running from moderate slopes to precipitous areas. Elevations 
range from 2,500 (762 m) to over 9,000 feet (2,744 m). All aspects are 
represented. Soil is present in less than 50 percent of the area and 
is scattered in small clumpy areas intermingled with talus. Soil 
moisture varies greatly depending on the aspect and time of year.
Land Type 21 (Mountain Uplands with Intermingled Rockland and 
Loamy Residual Soils)
This landform consists of moderately sloping to very steep 
mountainous uplands intermingled with areas of barren rockland and talus. 
Soils are shallow and stoney, moderating to deeper soils. Soils occupy 
a greater area than land type 20 and barren rocky areas fall in the 20 
to 50 percent range. Slopes vary from l5 to 90 percent, but generally 
are 50 to 75 percent. Elevations range from 2,500 (7&2 m) to over 8,000 
feet (2,439 ni). Because the soil matter is normally shallow and stoney, 
moisture retention is low with moderately rapid permeability.
Land Type 22 (Mountain Uplands with Wet Loamy Residual Soils)
The land type consists of gentle to steep mountain upland side- 
slopes and basins which are perennially wet. Within the study area, 
this landform is most commonly found in association with glacial cirque
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basins. Slopes vary from mostly level to ^0 percent of the sideslope. 
Normally, this land type is found between 5>000 (l,52U m) and 7,000 feet 
(2,134 m). Northerly and easterly aspects are the most common. Soils 
are deep loam with clay loam and are constantly wet in the substratum, 
if not the entire soil. Soils are poorly drained and contain moderate 
moisture storage capacity. This land type is normally found in areas 
of snowfields and on the leeward side of high divides which possess 
deep snow cornices.
Land Type 30 (Glacial Cirque Basins)
This land type consists of amphitheater-shaped glacial cirque 
basins occurring at high elevations. Extremely steep headwalls and 
concave valleys formed by extensive glaciation are normally found. The 
primary aspect is northeast, but all exposures are represented. Soils 
vary from very shallow deposition areas to extremely shallow zones 
where glacial ice scoured the cliffs. Soils are poorly drained and 
provide only moderate moisture storage capacity.
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RESULTS ART) DISCUSSION
Historical Distribution and Abundance
Censusing during the 1930's (Table 1+) indicated that the south­
ern portion of the Cabinet Mountain Range possessed some of the best 
goat habitat in northwestern Montana,
Table 1̂. Mountain goat estimates for the Thompson Falls Ranger District 
and Cabinet National Forest, 1931 through 1937»
Year TFRD CNF %  of population 
on TFRD
1931 75 155 48
1932 90 230 39
1933 100 260 38
1934 100 175 57
1935 110 380 29
1936 50 200 25
1937 50 200 25
Source : Anon. 1937 •
Numbers of goats on the Thompson Falls Ranger District varied from ^0 to 
110 during the first censuses. More intensive winter surveys were 
undertaken from 1935 through 1937 (Table 5). Both of these surveys, 
while lacking the precision of censusing by today's standards, showed
ho
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Table 5* Mountain goat estimates from the winter game surveys on the 
Cabinet National Forest (1935 through 1937)*
Winter Game Survey 
1935-1936
Winter Game Survey
1936-1937
Area Count Estimate Count Estimate
*Cube Iron 6 12 1 6
Trout Creek 15 25 3 10
Bull River 9 50 23 65
Goat Ridge 0 25 0 25
Rock Creek 11 25 0 25
Total la 137 27 131
*Denotes the only censusing point in the present study area.
Source: Cox and Hearing 1937*
the region possessed suitable terrain for goat habitation. Most 
drainages with cliffy habitat contained goats during some portion of 
the year. The larger drainages possessed more than one herd. While 
over 82 percent of the entire Ranger District was forested, most 
drainages in the subalpine areas contained rockland and talus slopes 
that encouraged goat utilization prior to man's encroachment into the 
area.
Habitat Selection
Mountain goats in the southern Cabinet Range use different 
summer and winter ranges. During the summer months, goats are dis­
persed throughout the area, and occupy the subalpine grassland, and 
glacially carved basins and escarpments for foraging and escape cover.
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Exposure is of scant importance to the animals, with all aspects used 
in varying degrees during the summer. Vinter months push the goats onto 
winter range and proves the most critical period for the animals. His­
torically, southerly exposures prevailed on winter ranges, varying from 
southeast to southwest (Table 6).
Table 6. Observations and percent use of exposures on mountain goat 
seasonal ranges.
Exposure
Seasonal Ranges
Winter 
(Oct.-Apr.)
Summer 
(May-Aug.)
Fall 
(Sept.-Oct. )
N 6 (9%)
HE 1 (2%) 4 (6%)
SE Ik (32%) 22 (33%) 2 (l8%)
S 19 (hy/o) k (6%)
SW 10 (23%) 5 (7%) 1 (9%)
W 6 (9%) 1 (9%)
m 20 (30%) 7 (6i+%)
No. of Observations Uh 67 11
Goats on these winter ranges are distributed over a relatively small 
area in relation to summer range. Goats appear traditionally very 
faithful in returning to their previous winter range from recognizable• 
herd members. In a year of normal snowfall, goats began reappearing on 
winter ranges around the middle of October and stay on them until late 
May. During the study period, goats left their winter ranges earlier 
than usual because of an early spring runoff from light winter snow 
accumulation.
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Prior to the current road network in the area, six winter 
ranges were used by mountain goats on the Thompson Falls Ranger Dis­
trict. These were: Graves Creek, Mount Headley, Marmot Peak, Squaw 
Greek, Priscilla Peak, and Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch (Fig. 6).
Summer ranges were more widely distributed throughout the subalpine 
regions.
During this study, I visited as much goat habitat as time 
allowed. Using this first-hand knowledge together with current habitat 
+ land type maps in the respective ranger stations, the past and pres­
ent goat range was mapped out by current Forest Service criteria.
As mentioned previously, a total of eight land types were used 
by goats in the study area in recent history;
Land Type 10 - Mountain Uplands with Sandy Residual Soils
land Type 12 - Mountain Uplands with Silty and Clayey Residual Soils
Land Type lU - Gently Rounded High Divides with Deep Loamy Residual
Soils
Land Type l8 - Mountain Uplands with Loamy Grassland or Alpine Meadow 
Soils
Land Type 20 - Rockland and Talus
Land Type 21 - Mountain Uplands with Intermingled Rockland and Loamy
Residual Soils
Land Type 22 - Mountain Uplands with Wet Loamy Residual Soils
Land Type 30 - Glacial Cirque Basins
Seven habitat groups were located within known goat seasonal
ranges, and consisted of:
Habitat Group 01 — Rockland 
Habitat Group 32 - Douglas-fir/Shrub 
Habitat Group i+l - Queencup Beadlily
Habitat Group 5l - Mountain hemlock/Alpine fir/Whitebark pine
Habitat Group 6l - Dry Beargrass
Habitat Group $1 - Subalpine
Habitat Group 95 - Forested Scree and Talus
The present system used to inventory planning units was devised
by the Forest Service and called an ecological land unit (ELU). An ELU
replaced the previously used basic land unit, and consisted of two sets
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Figure 6, Distribution of past mountain goat winter ranges in southern 
Cabinet Mountains.
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of hyphenated figures. The first number referred to the land type and 
the second to the habitat group. Both present and past seasonal ranges 
were examined and classified using the ELU system. The seasonal ter­
rain used by mountain goats during the year was broken down into summer 
and winter range for habitat and land typing (Tables 7 and 8).
Winter Range
Winter ranges in the area share one common characteristic. 
Cliffs, whether precipitous or gradually inclined, are essential for 
goat survival. The habitat groups vary from barren rockland to the 
true subalpine, where weather severity hinders timber production.
Within this scale of terrain variation, the Douglas-fir/shrub series 
(habitat group 32) is continually utilized by goats. Land type 20 
(Rockland and Talus) is used by goats to the largest extent during 
winter months and is found primarily in the Mount Headley, Squaw Creek, 
and Priscilla Peak areas. The largest portion of the southern exposure 
of Squaw Creek Drainage and the southwestern exposure below Sundance 
Ridge and Priscilla Peak are rockland and talus.
Land type 30 (Glacial Cirque Basins) is second in importance 
to goats as winter range and is found primarily in the Mount Headley 
region. This region consists of precipitous to near vertical headwalls 
with a high snow shedding ability, but are sparsely vegetated. Vegeta­
tion consists of interspersed grassland and shrubs with lichens and 
mosses found in great abundance where water seepage is most pronounced. 
Within this area, the only trees of measurable size are those protected 
by large boulders, or those that grow in areas immune from the constant 
rock and snow slides. These glacial basins abut areas of Douglas-fir
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Table 7* Observations and percent seasonal use of habitat groups by 
mountain goats on currently occupied ranges.
Seasonal Ranges
Habitat Groups
Winter 
(Oct,-Apr,)
Summer 
(May-Aug.)
Fall 
(Sept,-Oct.)
01 17 (39% 26 (39%) 3 (27%)
32 19 (h3%) 18 (27% 5 (45%)
51 6 (9%) 1 (9%)
91 7 (16%) 17 (25%) 2 (18%
95 1 (2%)
No. of Observations^ 67 11
Key to Habitat Groups:
01 - Rockland
32 - Douglas-fir/Shrub
51 - Mountain hemlock/Alpine fir/Whitebark pine 
91 - Subalpine
95 - Forested Scree and Talus
^ One observation was classified as one goat(s) sighting per day of the 
same animal(s).
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Table 8. Observations and percent seasonal use of land types by- 
mountain goats on currently occupied ranges.
Land Types
Seasonal Ranges
Winter 
(Oct.-Apr.)
Summer 
(May-Aug,)
Fall 
(Sept.-Oct.)
20 3h (77%) 31 (1+6%) 1+ (36%)
21 h (9%)
22 19 (28%) 5 (1+5%)
30 6 (11+%) 17 (25%) 2 (18%)
No. of Observations^ 1+1+ 67 11
Key to Land Types:
20 - Rockland and Talus
21 - Mountain Uplands with Intermingled Rockland and Loamy Residual
Soils
22 - Mountain Uplands with Wet Loamy Residual Soils 
30 - Glacial Cirque Basins
^ One observation was classified as one goat(s) sighting per day of the 
same animal(s).
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tree stands where the terrain levels out enough for tree propagation. 
Vegetation in both land types 20 and 30 is of an ephemeral nature, to 
the extent that snowslides, rockslides, and soil slippage are constant 
occurrences within the region. This fact of constant snow and landslides 
is readily seen in the Vest Fork of the Thompson River and the Graves 
Creek drainages, where numerous avalanche chutes and rockslides follow­
ing spring thaws have cut deeply into the terrain and set back vegeta­
tion in their path to a serai stage.
Subalpine areas (habitat group 91) receive the most goat use 
during summer, but are used to varying degrees during fall and winter.
Use of the subalpine areas predominates in the Priscilla Peak and Mount 
Headley areas during winter months. This use is principally due to the 
sunny southern exposures near the ridgetops and snow shedding ability. 
Severe winds and snowstorms limit vegetative size and cause vegetative 
deformities in all but the most sheltered areas. The ability of the 
subalpine regions to shed snow and provide grassland forage for goats 
in the southern Cabinets make them indispensable as wintering areas 
abutting cliffy terrain.
Squaw Creek and past Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch goat herds win­
tered in an area dominated by Douglas-fir, with ninebark, snowberry, 
and shiny-leaf ceanothus (Ceanothus velatinus) growing in dense patches. 
Common grasses were bluebunch wheatgrass ( Agropyron spicatum), Idaho 
fescue (Festuca idahoensis), and prairie junegrass (Koeleria cristata). 
Vhile this study was not a food habits study, mountain goats on winter 
ranges made considerable use of lichens growing on the winter cliffs. 
Observations showed that goats sought out those areas that were seepy, 
and supported heavy growths of lichen and moss.
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Summer Range
Ihiring the spring "green up" and subsequent dispersal off 
winter ranges, goats exploit a greater variety of habitats. In many 
cases, goats abandon the protective rocky regions and venture into 
subalpine meadows where little immediate escape cover is present. 
Rockland and talus areas are used continuously, but I observed an 
increased use of higher non-cliffy terrain. The use of mountain upland 
regions that are most pronounced along the ridgetops and extended to 
the edges of glacial basins is second to the use by goats of talus 
slopes. The primary use of these upland areas is confined to the sub­
alpine habitat group and those ridgetops with interspersed Douglas-fir/ 
beargrass habitat groups.
An increased use of forested terrain occurs during spring and 
summer. Goats use forested areas consisting of mountain hemlock, sub­
alpine fir, and whitebark pine (habitat type Si) along with forested 
scree (habitat type 95) on the eastern boundary of the study area. 
Bedding and resting occur within the confines of the forested canopy 
on Sundance Ridge.
In the past, the Graves Creek Drainage, Cougar and Graves peaks 
goat herds' summer use was primarily confined to the rockland and talus 
regions and mountain uplands with silty and clayey residual soils (land 
type 12). Land type 12 is primarily confined to ridgetops with forested 
scree or rockland at lower elevations. The Graves Creek Drainage is 
largely talus slopes, with serai vegetation existing on the cliffy areas 
because of constant rock movement and soil slippage on the southeastern 
exposure. The northern side of the Drainage contains more forested 
areas.
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Winnierauck and Thome creeks supported summer goat use in the 
past. Rocky regions and glacial basins with mountain uplands of silty 
and clayey soils were used primarily for foraging. Alpine meadow soils 
(land type l8) are present along the ridgetops between these two drain­
ages and are used extensively by summering animals. In the past, a 
fall concentration of goats was noted in this area, with the most 
animals seen at Castle Rock. While no substantial evidence is present, 
this concentration may very well represent a pre-rut staging location.
The entire central portion of the study area, commonly referred 
to as the Cube Iron-Mount Silcox Complex, supported major goat concen­
trations for many years. Summer use by goats was confined to the rocky 
cliffs and glacial basins around the numerous subalpine lakes. The 
headwalls of this region were formed by glacial movement and water 
erosion; magnificent amphitheater-shaped walls aiise from the basins 
and extend to the ridgetops in the subalpine zone. Most trees are 
stunted from weather severity. Snow depth and slow spring runoff re­
sult in excellent summer forage for the animals.
Squaw Creek and Weber Gulch abut the Cube Iron complex. These 
two drainages support summering animals in an essentially forested 
terrain. This region has primarily mature forest with an interspersion 
of rock cliffs jutting out of the forest. Both summer ranges have 
northern exposures and as such, are extremely wet. Summer use of Weber 
Gulch is confined to the mountain uplands with wet loamy residual soils 
(land type 22). Both areas had constant seepy regions, even during 
the summer of 1977 » which was preceded by an extremely mild and dry 
winter.
Prior to this study, Goat Creek and Goat Lakes were used to
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some extent as summer and fall goat ranges. These regions were closely 
tied to the bighorn sheep range and some mixing of the two species 
occurred. Goat Creek ran out of Goat Lakes, which were located in an 
area of past heavy glacial movement that abutted a region of sloping 
mountain uplands.
The region east of the Thompson River provides limited summer 
range in an area of mountain uplands with sandy residual soils. While 
this area supported past fall range for goats in the Bay State Creek 
area, little was currently known concerning summering animals. During 
the Buckeye Canyon fire of 1968, planes dropping fire retardant in that 
canyon scared seven goats out (Plains R.D., wildlife observation sheet).
In the mid-to-late 1950's, several observations (Van Surby, TFRD 
wildlife records) were made in summer and early fall of mountain goats 
using the Marmot Peak area. This region has gently rounded high divides 
with deep loamy residual soils located within the subalpine zone. Bear— 
grass (habitat group 6l) and the subalpine were the main habitat groups 
used by goats in the area.
Habitat selection on both winter and summer goat ranges is 
closely related to the topography and climatic conditions existing 
during the year. During winter months, habitat use is closely tied to 
areas with prominent cliffy ledges and headwalls that shed snow readily 
and mountain uplands with jagged rocky terrain. Two essential charac­
teristics of winter range are: a southern exposure and precipitous 
cliffs. The ledges located on the cliffy areas are sparsely vegetated 
with ninebark, ceanothus, bunchgrasses, and chokecherry (Prunus vir- 
ginianus),
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Summer range selection is less predictable. Land types used 
during winter months are also used during summer. Goats move up in 
elevation into the subalpine regions. Rockland and talus slopes are an 
important land type used by summering animals. An increased use of 
forested terrain on high divides was observed. Apparently, goat habitat 
requirements are more easily satisfied during summer. Northern expos­
ures are used to a large extent on summer range. Seepy areas and 
natural salt licks are sought out and receive heavy use. Winter use 
of a region is closely tied to the land typés, but habitat groups 
strongly influence goat use of an area during the summer.
Past Habitat Use and Abundance on Winter Ranges
Because the study area is circumvented by two major drainages. 
Graves Creek on the northwest and the West Fork of the Thompson River on 
the east, habitat selection is described in relation to these drainages. 
Maps of the creek drainages are included for visual clarity. Unless 
otherwise noted, all past goat observations, including numbers, are taken 
from the Thompson Falls Ranger District wildlife observation cards, the 
mountain goat hunter questionnaires and observations at the Montana 
Fish and Game office in Libby, or the Lolo National Forest wildlife 
observation sheets.
Mount Headley (Fig. 7)* Mount Headley is on the extreme eastern 
boundary of the Graves Creek Drainage, It is known to possess excellent 
habitat for wintering goats. Wintering animals use the southeast facing 
cliffs that form an effective snow barrier because of their deep crev­
iced amphitheater arrangement with numerous spur ridges. Few observa­
tions were recorded due to winter inaccessibility, but the most goats
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Figure ?. Past winter and summer ranges— Cougar Peak/Graves Creek/ 
Mount Headley/Vinniemuck Creek/Thome Creek/Cube Iron 
Con^lex.
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Figure 8. Past winter and summer ranges— Squaw Creek/Cube Iron 
Moimtain-Mount Silcox Complex,
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(i+) were sifted on the headwall of Mount Headley in 1974.
Squaw Creek (Fig. 8), Squaw Creek, located in the southwestern 
portion of the study area, is accessible only by private road, 1 mile 
(1.6 km) up the Creek, and then by foot trail. This area was known to 
support a sizeable population as far back as 1931. Goats were regu­
larly seen by personnel of the Montana Fish and Game Department 
throughout the 1930's. Wintering herds are restricted to the south 
slopes. Twelve goats wintered in the Drainage during the winter of 
1937.
Priscilla Peak (Figs. 9 and lO). Priscilla Peak lies on the 
southeastern border of Sundance Eidge and is located due north of the 
junction of the Thompson River and the West Fork of the Thompson River. 
This region contains the most rugged and inaccessible terrain within 
the study area. Goats were often sighted at the lookout and and south­
west facing slopes and escarpments descending into the West Fork Drain­
age. Through the mid-1970' s, two to three animals were commonly seen 
using these escarpments.
Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch (Pigs. 10 and ll). Sightings of 
mountain goats were quite common in this rugged mountainous region for 
many years. The region abuts a heavily travelled logging road on the 
east, with a county road (Thompson River Road) on the western side of . 
the river. For several years, this particular area supported the brunt 
of the goat hunting pressure. Goats were easily seen on the cliffy 
areas and escarpments east of the Thompson River. Goats favored the 
cliffs directly east of the old mining site of Copper King, north 
through Sleepy Gulch and were commonly seen on the cliffs opposite the
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Figure 9* Past winter and summer ranges— Marmot Peak/Priscilla Peak.
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Figure 10. Past winter and summer ranges— Priscilla Peak/Buckeye Canyon- 
Sleepy Gulch,
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Figure 11, Past winter and snmmer ranges— Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch,
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mouth of the West Fork of the Thompson River. The Buckeye Canyon- 
Sleepy Gulch region supported goats in the fall and winter. The largest 
number sighted was eight animals using the cliffs directly east of the 
West Fork and Thompson rivers in October I966.
Graves Creek (Fig. 7). Prior to the road building along Graves 
Creek, backcountry use of this Drainage was confined to outfitters and 
packers taking their clients in by horse for hunting. In the spring of 
195̂ 4-j the Graves Creek-Vermilion Road was built. For many years, a 
sizeable goat population frequented this Drainage (l. Puphal, pers. 
comm.). In my interview with Puphal, he stated that eight to nine 
goats were regularly seen on the southeast facing cliffs, from a point 
directly northwest of Graves Creek Falls, north to the intersection with 
Irv's Creek Road. After talking to six successful goat hunters who 
hunted the Drainage in the period I96U to 1965, apparently Graves Creek 
goat herds peaked in those years. The largest number observed was 20 
to 25 in 1965 (l*. W. Armstrong, pers. comm.), with 12 to 15 regularly 
seen in the late fall of the year. During the winter months, goats 
primarily confined their use of the Graves Creek Drainage to the south­
east basin under Cougar Peak and the last draw below Graves Peak, 
adjacent to the intersection with Irv's Creek Road.
Marmot Peak (Fig. 9)« Marmot Peak lies on the northwestern 
portion of Sundance Ridge. No current data exists on goats using this 
area, but 11 animals were sighted in the last fall and early winter of 
1936 using the northwest cliffs.
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Present Habitat Use and Abundance on.
Vinter Ranges
During my study, goat use of the area was confined to three 
winter ranges with the possibility of a herd of goats using the area 
east of the Thompson River, from Buckeye Canyon north through Bay State 
Creek. Direct observations by myself were made of goats on Squaw Creek, 
Mount Headley, and Pricilla Peak. The populations of all three occupied 
winter ranges were small compared to past observations and the herd size 
of other areas in northwestern Montana.
Mount Headley (Pig. 12), In 1977» three goats (2 billies and 
1 nanny) wintered on the south face of Mount Headley. One billy goat 
was previously shot during the 1976 goat hunting season. Snow is norm­
ally quite deep in this region, but the headwalls are nearly vertical 
and shed snow quite readily. The vegetation, mainly ceanothus and 
ninebark, is heavily browsed, but not beyond the year’s growth.
Squaw Creek (Pig. 13). The Squaw Creek herd is a remnant of 
past populations observed by Pish and Game personnel as far back as 
1935» The present herd consists of three animals, an adult billy, an 
adult nanny, and a yearling. Although I closely watched this herd 
throughout the year, no kid was observed during the spring of 1977.
The actual winter range of this herd consists of a southfacing rocky 
pinnacle approximately 200 yards (218 m) long. All indications includ­
ing past observations, goat hair, and pellet groups which covered the 
cliffy areas show continual use by goats for many years.
Priscilla Peak (Pig. lit.). Pew goats were seen during the winter 
months, primarily due to the inaccessibility of the area and secondly
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Figure 12, Present winter and summer ranges— Mount Headley and Cabin 
Lake.
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Figure 13. Present winter and sninmer ranges— Squaw Creek/Maier and 
Weber Gulches.
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Figure ll|.. Present winter and summer ranges— Priscilla Peak.
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to the use of forested regions by goats. Viewing of the southeast 
slopes below Priscilla Peak from the Liver Ridge Road produced no goat 
sightings during the early winter. Late winter reconnaissance trips 
into the area from the Priscilla Peak Trail resulted in the sighting 
of two goats (both nannies) on the southwest slopes on different 
occasions. On the sheltered northeast-facing slopes approximately 1.5 
miles (2.1+ km) up the Trail from the Thompson River, goat tracks and 
pellet groups were found on the snowfree rocky outcroppings. This 
indicates that more animals were using the Sundance Ridge area than 
were actually seen.
Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch (Pig. l5). Since 1966, 12 mountain 
goat sightings were reported in the Big Hole Planning Unit. Pellet 
sightings, east of the Copper King Campground, were made in 1973 by 
USPS personnel. Since that time, no direct sightings or kills were 
made in the region. This region of the study area is extremely rugged 
with few well-maintained foot trails. Access into the area was pre­
dominantly from the west and is little used by recreationalists.
During my research, no sightings were made, but I believe that goats 
still wintered in the vicinity, since goat hair was found snagged on 
shrubs; no tracks or pellets were found in the immediate vicinity.
Past Habitat Use and Abundance on 
Summer Ranges
As was stated under past use of winter ranges, the past goat 
observations were taken from the Thompson Palls Ranger District wild­
life observation cards, the Lolo National Porest wildlife observation 
sheets, or the mountain goat questionnaires in the Montana Fish and Game 
offices in Libby and Kalispell.
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Figure l5. Present winter and summer ranges— Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy 
Gulch.
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Graves Creek (Fig. 7)* While used as a winter range, Graves 
Creek also supported summering populations of goats. Goats were com­
monly seen through the fall of 1975» The vast majority of goat sight­
ings were on the southeastern slopes during all seasons of the year, 
but a few sightings were recorded on the northfacing slopes during the 
summer months. More goat sightings existed for southern exposures due 
to an unobstructed view of the southern slopes from the Graves Creek 
Road on the north side of the Creek. The entire length of the Drainage 
to the basin area is forested, except for interspersed rocky terrain 
and avalanche chutes. Most sightings on northern slopes were made from 
the vicinity of the Cougar Peak Lookout. Further up the Graves Creek 
Drainage in the basin area, numerous escaipments with western exposures 
across from the Vermilion and Mount Headley roads supported goats during 
the summer. Eight to nine animals were commonly seen summering during 
the mid-1960's (l. Puphal, pers. comm.).
Winniemuck Creek (Fig. 7)» Winniemuck Creek enters the Graves 
Creek Drainage approximately 2 miles (3.2 km) north of Blue Slide Road. 
The Winniemuck Creek Drainage is accessible only by trail, which runs 
the full length of the creek. The trail terminates directly below the 
Four Lakes-Cube Iron Mountain conplex. The trailhead of Winniemuck 
Creek was known to support a few summering goats on the northwest-facing 
slopes. Five goats were seen on these cliffs in early fall of 1971 (J. 
Willhite, pers. comm.). Mountain goats were commonly observed using 
the ridgetop between Winniemuck and Thorne creeks. The ridges and 
cliffs on the northwest-facing slopes above Winniemuck Lake supported 
summering goats well into the fall (T. Smith, pers. comm,). Goat hair
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and tracks were commonly seen on the cliffs above Lawn and Graves lakes 
in years past, but no goats or sign were observed in recent years.
Thome Creek (Fig. ?)• Few observations existed concerning 
goat herds in this drainage. Goats were known to summer on the cliffs 
immediately above the trailhead for limited periods. The lack of data 
on Thome Creek herds is a result of inaccessibility into the area. 
Private property must be crossed to enter the national forest land.
The present landowner, Mr. Rathbun, does not look kindly toward the 
Forest Service or any other managing agency or individual crossing his 
land. Fifteen goats were seen in late summer using the ridgetop between 
Winniemuck and Thome creeks in 1970»
Cougar Peak (Fig. 7)» Cougar Peak lies northwest of the Graves 
Creek Drainage, 3-5 miles (5*6 km) north of the junction of Blue Slide 
itoad. After the Cougar Peak Lookout was erected, the number of goat 
observations were better documented than for any other herd in the area. 
Mountain goats were seen during all seasons of the year, with the excep­
tion of winter. They were quite tame and were a local attraction for 
the people of Thompson Falls. These animals stayed in the vicinity of 
the Cougar Peak Lookout or in the southeast basin leading into Graves 
Creek. The largest number of goats recorded on Cougar Peak was nine 
in July 1972.
Graves Peak (Fig. 7). This peak lies above Graves Creek, 1.2 
miles (1.9 km) northeast of Cougar Peak. The ridge that connects Cougar 
and Graves peaks supported goats during both summer and winter. Twelve 
goats were seen on the bench areas and southfacing slopes of Graves Peak 
on 8 October 1972 (S. Dejong, pers. comm.).
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Priscilla Peak (Pigs. 9 and. 10). Gk>at use of Priscilla Peak 
during the summer is an expansion of that terrain used on Sundance 
Ridge during winter months. During the winter, goats are confined to 
the southwest basins below the lookout, but during summer and fall, the 
goats are dispersed on Sundance Ridge, Sundance Ridge has a highly- 
diversified terrain and goats in the summer are equally at home in the 
subalpine meadows as they are bedding down in the forested cliffs on 
the northeastern exposures. During the mid-1970's, as many as 21 anim­
als were observed by McCleery (USPS wildlife technician) on Sundance 
Ridge with three to six animals commonly observed using the area at the 
lookout.
Cabin lake-Cube Iron Mountain-Mount Silcox Area (Pig. 8), This 
is a large precipitous ridge with subalpine meadows and glacial cirque 
basins extending in a north-south direction for 7*5 miles (12 km) through 
the middle of the study area. Over the past l8 years, numerous goat 
observations were made throughout this complex. As many as 10 to l5 
animals, at one time, were sighted by USPS personnel in 1970. Most 
goat observations were made on the towering rocky cornices and cliffs 
adjacent to the glacially formed subalpine lakes. Goats were often 
observed around Deer Lake, Honeymoon Lake, Duckhead Lake, Porcupine 
Lake, Grass Lake, and in the vicinity of Goat Lakes (T. Smith, pers. 
comm.). Within past years, few observations were made, except in the ■ 
area around Cabin Lake and Porcupine Lake.
Buckeye Canyon-Sleepy Gulch (Pigs, 10 and ll). During the early 
1960's, small herds of goats summered on the cliffs adjacent to the 
Thompson River. No sightings of goats have been made since the summer
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of 1969. Seventeen pellet groups, believed to be goats, were found in 
1973- Due to the ruggedness and lack of a primary access route, the 
area possesses a higher potential for goats than is currently being 
realized.
In addition to the eight known summer ranges, various other 
goat sightings were made by knowledgeable individuals over past years. 
These observations are scattered throughout the study area and are pin­
pointed in Figure lé. They are for the most part June through August 
observations.
Present Habitat Use and Abundance on 
Summer Ranges
"While the amount of censused terrain increased dramatically 
during the summer, the number of goat sightings was down from previous 
years. Two goats were sighted repeatedly in the vicinity of Cabin Lake 
(Pig. 12) using the subalpine ridgetops abutting forested terrain. 
Closer examination showed these two animals were using a natural salt 
lick. The lick is located on the ridgetop southeast of Cabin Lake.
Six animals (2 billies, 2 nannies, 1 kid, and 1 yearling) were seen on 
the northfacing slope of Squaw Creek in late September. Those six 
animals were sighted only on one occasion and never seen again within 
the area. They appeared to be a herd migrating to fall or winter range. 
Goats in groups of two to three were repeatedly seen using the north- 
facing slopes of Squaw Creek (Fig. 13) and the ridgetops at the heads 
of Haier and Weber gulches. The Pricilla Peak (Sundance Ridge) (Fig. 
lii.) area was frequently visited by myself with two to five goats con­
stantly observed throughout the summer. Most of the goats seen on 
Sundance Ridge were nannies with yearlings, but on occasion a billy
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Figure l6. Additional past mountain goat sightings outside of establ 
seasonal ranges.
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goat was observed.
Most areas that held summering goats in past years went unused 
during this study. Graves Creek, Cougar Peak, Winniemuck Creek, and 
the entire Cube Iron Complex, including all the numerous subalpine lakes 
except Cabin Lake were frequently checked for goat use or sign during 
backpacking trips, but showed no recent use. Whether excessive hunting, 
poaching, low reproduction, or disease are responsible for the absence 
of goats from former summer range is still questionable. Most likely, 
a combination of these decimating factors is responsible for the few 
goats sighted during the summer.
Types of Hunters
Past goat hunters in the Thompson Falls area can be divided 
into two distinct groups according to their hunting techniques. The 
first type was the true "meat" hunter who cared little about trophy­
sized animals and was interested only in putting meat on the table. 
Historically, this type consisted predominantly of road hunters who 
drove into the backcountry via the forest roadways. If a goat was 
sighted and appeared accessible, they "mounted" their attack (G. Weigand, 
pers. comm.). Practically no attention was paid to sex or age. Few 
saved the horns and many times the cape was discarded. This type of 
hunting existed in the mid to late 1950's, when goats were reasonably 
plentiful and permits were easily obtainable. Several instances were 
described to me concerning past group hunting, in the Cube Iron Complex 
and Mount Headley area, in which individual herds were practically 
eradicated in one season (E. Diehl and I. Puphal, pers. comm.).
Recently, the hunters have become more trophy conscious. As 
the goat populations declined and goat permits became much more difficult
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to obtain, the luck of the draw and the skill to take an animal became 
a challenge. As goats disappeared from accessible cliffs, the number 
of days required to take an animal increased significantly.
Another characteristic of the area* s goat hunters has changed 
through the years. With the advent of the permit system in I96O, the 
majority of hunters that received goat permits were from the Thompson 
Falls—Plains environs. This was an important consideration since the 
people in this section of Montana were very likely to spend their entire 
lives within the region. Secondly, most people issued permits were 
generally loggers and woods workers or if not, were thoroughly at home 
in the outdoors. They knew what areas goats inhabited and which areas 
received particularly high goat use. During the late 1960’s through 
the 1970’s, the number of people that applied for permits increased, 
while permit numbers decreased. Consequently, people living in the 
Thompson Falls vicinity received a smaller percentage of the permits. 
Hunters that had never visited the area and knew nothing about the goat 
situation started drawing permits. This was also true of the other 
big game that required special permits. In the fall of 1977» I encoun­
tered several individuals hunting bighorn sheep in areas that sheep 
had not occupied in recent times.
Major Hunted Areas
Sport hunting represents the single most important mortality 
factor for goat herds. The kill data from I96O through 1977 are summar­
ized in Table 9» Since I96O, goat hunters in the study area killed a 
yearly average of five animals, with a fairly even split between sexes 
(35 females to 33 males). In 195U and 1955» the first seasons for 
hunting mountain goats in the northern Cabinet Range were opened since
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Cĝ Table 9* Mountain goat hunter harvest success rates for Hunting Districts 121, 100, and Region One.
Taken from Big Game Surveys and Inventory, Job Progress Reports, MT Pish Game, Region One,
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Hunting District 121 Hunting District 100 Region One Job
Progress
Reports
No. of 
permits
No. of 
hunters
Goats
killed M F
Hunting 
Success (%)
Hunting 
Success (%)
Hunting 
Success {%)
I960 s 5 h 2 2 80 22 32 W—71""R'"6
1961 5 5 S 3 2 100 hS 28 W-71-R-7
1962 5 h 3 0 3 75 52 33 W“71""̂ —8
1963 S $ 5(a) 3 1 100 44 33 W-71-R-9
196^ 5 5 L 3 1 80 19 21 V-71-R-IO
1965 10 10 8(a) h 3 80 18 21 V”71“̂ “H
1966 10 9 6 6 2 89 18 28 N-7I-R-I2
1967 10 10 8 2 6 80 20 35 W—71—R—13
1968 10 9 6 5 1 67 0 18 W-71-R-14
1969 10 9 7 ^ 2 5 78 29 36 W-130-R-1
1970 10 10 8(a) 3 k 80 50 27 W—I3O—R—2
1971 10 9 4 0 k hh Wi 30 W—I3O—R—3
1972 10 9 5 3 2 56 33 30 W—130—R—4
1973 10 9 6 2 k 67 30 36 V-I3O-R-5
1974 5 5 5 h 1 100 80 i+7 V-I3O-R-6
1975 5 5 2 1 1 ho 80 46 W-130-R-7
1976 3 3 3 2 1 100 80 55 V-130-R-8
1977 2 1 1 0 1 100 50 44 V—130—R—9
(a) Sex of one goat undetermined in kill data.
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the first decade of this centiary, to 20 permits were issued, respec­
tively. From 1956 through 1959» unlimited goat permits were available 
for over-the-counter purchase. At that time, most goat hunting was 
concentrated in the northern Cabinets because of the larger mountain 
goat herds. Beginning in I96O, goat permits were allocated by permit 
drawing with five issued yearly through 1961+. From 1965 through 1973»
10 permits were issued, followed by further reductions in permits.
In Idaho, the first attempts aimed at limiting the goat harvest 
took place in 1921 with the season shortened. Goat hunting seasons were 
further shortened to 10 days by 1931 iu some of the more accessible 
areas. By 191+6, the more accessible hunting areas were closed entirely 
to goat hunting. From I9I+8 through 191+9» the mountain goat season in 
Idaho was entirely closed. The season was again opened in 1950, at 
which time the last general season in the state took place. Since 1951» 
the entire State has been on a special permit basis. Past experience 
in both Montana and Idaho showed that during a general goat season, the 
hunting pressure was concentrated on the most accessible goat herds, 
while the remoter areas added little if anything to the statewide goat 
harvest. The accessibility of the goat herds in the southern portion 
of the Cabinet Range has shown these herds to be as vulnerable to sport 
hunting as those herds in Idaho.
Mountain goat research in Idaho (Brandborg 1955) showed that 
goats were characteristically found in small isolated pockets within 
the region. The Brandborg goat study also found the largest herd sizes 
occurred during the summer months, with a tapering off of average herd 
sizes into the fall and a slight rise in herd sizes noted during the 
late winter. These results compare favorably with the present Cabinet
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mountain goat study. During the Cabinet Range study, the largest goat 
herds were observed during the summer months and the smallest herds 
during the winter.
With the information gained from the Idaho goat research and 
after interviewing dozens of hunters, I divided the study area into 17 
separate kill areas (Table 7)i that had received the brunt of the hunt­
ing pressure. In addition to these 17 areas, one other area (Thompson 
Falls) was listed to classify the two kills that were not pinpointed. 
Several of the hunted areas are within the same drainage. Of the 17 
areas, nine had roads right to the kill area. These nine areas accounted 
for 76 percent of the goats taken during the past 18 years. Only six of 
the 17 areas still contain mountain goats.
The one striking resemblance in these nine areas was that all 
contained good forest roads cutting into the center of the goat terrain. 
The majority of the goats taken in these areas were shot from the road 
or from areas above the goats. Both Cougar Peak and Four Lakes roads 
afforded access above the existing goat herds.
The tributaries of the West Fork of the Thompson River and 
Graves Creek supported the majority of goat hunting over the past 
decade. Both of these drainages afforded excellent access. Poor hunter 
distribution with most of the harvest being taken from tributaries of 
these two drainages cut deeply into the regenerative power of the total 
goat population.
Natural Mortality
Predation. Predation's role in mountain goat ecology is open to 
a great deal of speculation and conjecture. Conceivably, given the
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right conditions, any predator large enough to kill a goat outright or 
dislodge it from the cliffs poses a threat.
The majority of predation that occurred in the study area can 
probably be attributed to the mountain lion. Prior to their removal 
from the bounty list in I962 and subsequent classification as a big game 
animal in 1971, lions suffered tremendous losses at the hands of local 
hunters. Early records kept at the Thompson Falls Ranger Station showed 
that the Sales Brothers of Thompson Falls, during their lifetime, killed 
over 200 lions in the Thompson River Drainage. During the past decade, 
lions have maintained their population in the area and indications 
pointed to a slight increase (Mussehl and Howell 197l).
Lion tracks were commonly seen during the winter months along 
Squaw and Graves creeks, and in the Deep Creek Drainage, northwest of 
Cougar Peak. In early March 1977» I encountered fresh lion tracks that 
led out of the Squaw Creek bottom. The tracks ascended the southfacing 
slope immediately under the occupied winter goat range. They circum­
vented the occupied winter range and dropped into a draw leading into 
the Squaw Creek Basin, Judging from the lion's ascent, the primary 
search was for snowshoe hares (Lepus americanus) that were abundant on 
the talus slopes under the cliffy overhangs. In late April 1977, I 
returned to Squaw Creek and found the remains of a goat skeleton above 
the winter range. Possibly, it was a lion kill.
Two lion-killed mountain goats were found on the eastfacing 
slope of Graves Creek directly above Graves Creek Falls in 1970 (S. 
Dejong, pers. comm,). A probable lion kill was also found on the south­
east facing escarpments below Priscilla Peak Lookout during the same 
year.
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Black bears were common throughout occupied goat terrain. While 
walking ridgetops in the summer months, I often saw fresh black bear 
scats above and on goat summer range. During the summer, goats were 
seen utilizing salt licks in heavily forested terrain. Cowan and Brink 
(I9U9) stated that mineral springs and natural salt licks were extremely 
attractive to all ungulates using an area. Ungulate congregations at 
salt licks tended to attract predatory animals to their food source. I 
saw no direct interactions between bears and goats; if bear predation 
did take place, it was probably minimal.
Golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetus) attacks on mountain goats were 
reported by Anderson (l9i+0), Samuelson (19^1)» and Smith (197^). Well 
documented evidence shows that golden eagles are predators on the 
younger herd members. I saw one golden eagle swoop at a full grown 
billy. The goat showed little interest and merely looked at the eagle.
Coyotes (Canis latrans) were the most common predator in the 
study area. Tracks were commonly seen intermingled with goat tracks, 
but I found no evidence of predation. Bobcats were found in the lower 
creek bottoms, but not on goat ranges.
Disease and parasites. The presence of wood ticks (Dermacentor 
andersoni) and winter ticks (Dermacentor albipictus) on mountain goats 
is well documented in the literature (Kerr and Holmes 1966). While both 
of these species exist in the Cabinet Range, their occurrence as goat 
parasites is unknown. I talked to dozens of successful goat hunters and 
none stated that ticks were found in abundance on any of the goats at 
the kill sites. The winter of 1976-77 was a mild one by comparison to 
other years. Ticks emerged in February, disappeared during a cold spell.
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and emerged again in April, During the early spring, I commonly picked 
hundreds of ticks off myself during a day's travels. Smith (l9?6) 
reported as many as 100 winter ticks on a i4-inch (lO cm) area of goat 
hide on tranquilized animals during February in the Bitterroot Moun­
tains. Such concentrations must drain considerable blood from the 
animals.
During interviews, I discovered that tuberculosis may have 
existed in at least one of the goat herds during the mid-19^0' s. lies. 
Ben Cox (pers. comm.) stated that she had accompanied her husband on a 
goat hunt into the vicinity of Mount Headley in 19^5* She and her 
husband felt he contracted the bovine strain of tuberculosis during the 
goat hunt. Tuberculosis was diagnosed at the Galen State Hospital. 
According to Mrs. Cox, four or five goats were killed during the hunt. 
All of the animals were in an emaciated condition with gray-splotched 
livers. After her husband had field dressed a goat, he was kicked in 
the leg by a horse which left an open wound. Apparently, in tending 
the wound, the infection was introduced. She stated that the goats 
were in such poor physical condition that the hunting party left them 
at the kill site and notified the state game warden.
I found no documentation in the literature that confirmed the 
presence of tuberculosis in mountain goats, possibly due to the lack of 
research carried out on goat diseases. Hadwen (19U2) did an intensive 
study of tuberculosis in bison (Bison bison) in Buffalo Park, Alberta. 
His investigations showed that during winter, hay was scattered on the 
ground in the same place day after day and allowed to mix with the 
feces. He postulated that if the hay had been scattered over a larger 
area, the animals would have less chance of concentrating, thus avoiding
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the fecal matter and hay contamination. If one correlates this assump­
tion to a wintering’ goat herd, much the same type of situation exists.
In an area that is used, year after year, the fecal pellets become quite 
concentrated. Therefore, goats that forage for low growing plants such 
as lichens and grasses among contaminated feces could easily infect or 
reinfect themselves. Hadwen drew another conclusion with regard to the 
lower tuberculosis rate in deer than in elk. He reasoned that elk are 
herd animals and travel together most of the time. Deer are, generally, 
more solitary animals. Goat herds are very family-oriented and travelled 
together constantly in the study area. Therefore, being herd animals, 
also, they may be prone to a high rate of tuberculosis.
Poaching
The illegal killing of mountain goats, as well as other game spec­
ies in the southern Cabinet Range is a clouded issue. The townspeople 
are quick to lay blame for the decreased goat populations on poachers.
During hunter interviews, several of the "old timers" in the 
area related incidents of miners on Eddy, Black, Beaver, and Clear peaks 
on the southern side of the Clark Fork River shooting, at goats merely 
to see them fall off cliffs. Currently, the southern side of the Clark 
Fork River contains only a remnant or transient goat population. Some 
exaggeration is possible, but goat poaching in the past apparently ac­
counted for considerable losses in the more accessible herds.
Several factors were primarily responsible for the poaching of 
mountain goats in the Thompson Falls vicinity. Foremost was the local 
attitude that goats were inferior as big game animals. Within the past 
two decades, considerable poaching of goats took place in the Graves 
Creek-Cougar Peak herds and the herds that used the upper stretches of
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the Vest Fork Drainage. Illegal kills increased as road access pushed 
further into the center of the region. Chester Lamoreux (pers. comm.), 
the state game warden stationed at Thompson Falls, related that for 
many years prior to the advent of the goat permit hunting system, people 
held little regard for goats. They were considered by many locals as 
something less than big game animals.
People's attitudes started to gradually change when the goat 
was placed on a permit system in the area. This change can be attrib­
uted to the desirability of the trophy head by local as well as other 
hunters. Underlying the trophy value as a personal reward was the 
monetary value affixed to the head and cape.
With the onset of the permit system, local people were still 
not as yet sympathetic to the plight of the mountain goat. Suspected 
incidents of local poaching for nominal fees took place. Reliable 
sources stated that in the early 1970's, out-of-county residents con­
spiring with local residents that knew the area operated a trophy head 
hunting operation in the vicinity. This instance of head hunting was 
not confined to mountain goats, but included all of the big game species 
found in the region. Apparently, this poaching effort was concentrated 
in the Thompson River and Vest Fork drainages. The animals were caped 
and the heads sold, but the carcasses were abandoned. Three factors 
worked against the apprehension of poachers: easy access, local resi­
dents' indifference to poaching, and the large area covered by only 
one game warden.
Tag transfers can be tied into poaching, but probably contrib­
uted little to population decline since these transfers would have 
occurred inside the quota set up by the permit system.
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Only one prosecuted case of mountain goat poaching was on record 
and involved the shooting of at least two animals (l adult billy and 1 
adult nanny) in November 1975- The shooting of a goat kid was also 
suspected, but was never confirmed. This poaching incident occurred 
below the Cougar Peak Lookout,with the poacher apprehended and subse­
quently fined (C. Lamoreux, pers. comm.).
With the current value placed on big game trophy heads, partic­
ularly sheep, goats, and possibly bear, the effective control of illegal 
kills must be placed in the education of the public and less with a 
policing-type action involving the game warden. The area is much too 
large for one person to enforce the law. Management agencies working 
through the local sportsmen’s clubs need to inform the public on problems 
involved with goat management including road closures and drainage-to- 
drainage management in an effort to get goats back into areas used in 
the past.
Killing a goat now entails getting off the main forest roadways 
and walking into the area. While I feel poaching has impacted access­
ible herds, current habitat use by goats precludes most further poaching, 
except by hearty individuals that will walk in and pack out the trophy.
Reproduction
During the course of this study, I made few sightings of goat 
kids in the study area. Past research (Cowan 19UU) showed that low 
reproductive rates normally occur in mountain goat populations. Until 
recently, little research was undertaken concerning the reproductive 
success of heavily hunted goat herds. In past years, principles used 
for managing other ungulates were applied to goat management. These 
principles imply that a carrying capacity exists for each species and
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populations adjust their numbers in response to existing capacities.
The primary factor involved in determining carrying capacity is the 
condition and expanse of goat habitat. Geist (l97l) stated that habitat 
is the terminally controlling factor, but current research shows that 
habitat is only one aspect in the total picture of population reczuit- 
ment. The habitat-controlling factor of carrying capacity is based on 
the theory of intercompensation. This theory, according to Errington 
{l^hS)f states that where population numbers are low or reduced below 
carrying capacity through hunting, the production and survival of young 
tends to increase; conversely, the rate of production and survival of 
young declines when population numbers are high or the animals are 
unhunted and a population is at or above the carrying capacity for the 
area.
Kuck (1977) studied mountain goat herds on the southern boundary 
of native mountain goat range in Idaho. He postulated that following 
exploitation of goats in the Pashimeroi Mountains, goat herds selected 
steeper winter ranges. He theorized that when dominant animals were 
removed from the preferred cliffy areas by hunters, these habitat voids 
on preferred cliffs were rapidly refilled by subordinate goats from 
less preferred cliffs in the area. Kuck found that with this constant 
movement to preferred ranges, the forage resource was never rested and 
reproductive success was depressed. As a further consequence of this 
depression of the reproductive rate, hunter mortality tended to be 
additive, in reducing the total goat population and not compensatory 
in the harvesting of surplus animals.
Smith (1976) studied mountain goat herds in the Bitterroot 
Mountains of western Montana. In the period of 1973 through 1975» he
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observed that reproductive success of the Pred Burr Canyon goat herd 
decreased over $0 percent. He attributed the decreased reproductive 
success to high energy needs on winter ranges, the overuse of winter 
range forage and the late "greenup" of forage in the spring. He felt 
the possibility of alternate year kid production by nannies may have 
been operating in this herd, since kids were observed from recognizable 
nannies in alternate years.
During the course of the present study, winter range climatic 
conditions were mild by Montana standards. Light snowfall with an early 
spring runoff took place during the winter and spring of 1976-77. 
Nevertheless, kid production appeared depressed. Cabinet Mountain
herds tended to select winter ranges with southern exposures and good 
snow shedding ability. It appears that when goats were removed through 
hunting, from the preferred cliffs, subordinate animals from adjacent 
less preferred cliffs refilled these voids, until complete extirpation 
of individual herds took place where hunting was concentrated in the 
more accessible areas.
Mountain goats in the study area appear to exhibit a high degree 
of fidelity to traditional winter ranges judging from recognizable herd 
members with horn deformities. Concentrated hunting on readily access­
ible winter ranges coupled with the fidelity of dominant nannies to 
winter ranges appear to be additive due to plummeting kid production.
Several other management problems exist that must be worked 
out in the near future if the goats are to maintain recruitment into 
the population to offset losses. The existence of a skewed-sex harvest 
within individual drainages must be dealt with immediately. Seven of 
the 17 kill areas show a preponderance of nannies being killed. Four
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of these seven areas are no longer used by mountain goats. If the 
remaining three herds are to be saved, stricter drainage management 
is needed.
Many residents of Thompson Falls believe that one of the primary 
problems for goats in the region is the extreme distance between the 
sexes at the rut, and the problems that billies had in locating estrous 
females. During the rut, billies exhibit a high degree of dispersal, 
and I feel that this conjecture is probably overplayed.
Overexploitation of accessible goat herds appears to be the 
immediate problem toward which management must focus. Unless population 
recruitment is increased within the herds, the piosent goat herds are 
in jeopardy.
Harvest Success Rates
Before the initiation of the permit system in I96O, kill data 
for the study area were sketchy and incomplete. From I96O to 1977, 72 
percent of the mountain goat hunter questionnaires were returned to the 
Montana Fish and Game office in Libby. During the past 23 years, lands 
in the study area were located in a number of different hunting dis­
tricts. The first mountain goat hunting season since the early 1900's 
was established in 1956. In 195U and 1955» goat hunting was allowed 
only in the northern portion of the Cabinet Range, but not in the 
southern range. The study area was known as Hunting District 301 in 
1956. In 1957» the area came under the jurisdiction of Region One 
(then called District One) and was renumbered to Hunting District I6 
(Kalispell region). Hunting District l5 (Upper, middle, and South Fork 
of the Flathead) was the only other district in District One. The 
boundaries remained unchanged until 1959, when Hunting District 16 was
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renumbered to 12. From 1959 through 1974, the boundaries remained 
virtually the same, but the numbering was changed from 121 to 12 and 
back to 121 several times and was finally established as Hunting Dis­
trict 121. In 1975, the hunting district boundaries were changed and 
coincided with the present study area. The predominant difference in 
the previous hunting boundaries was the inclusion of the study area 
within the northern portion of the Cabinet Range. Because of this dis­
crepancy, I deleted the 1956 through 1959 goat kills in calculating 
harvest success rates due to fluctuating boundaries and poor data col­
lection from unlimited goat permits.
The hunting success in Hunting District 121 from I96O through 
1977 was consistently higher than similar areas in the State (Fig. 1?). 
Hunting District 100 lies north and northwest of the study area in the 
northern Cabinets. The geological origin of the two is similar. The 
single most important difference lies in accessibility. The Cabinet 
Wilderness Area lies in the central portion of Hunting District 100.
Goat populations in Hunting District 100 appear to be very stable. In 
the Ross Creek area, in the western portion of the area, 1977 ground 
studies showed a ratio of 39 kids:100 adults and 28 subadults:100 adults.
The harvest success rate for Hunting District 121 from I96O 
through 1977 had a mean value of 78.6 percent. The annual hunting suc­
cess varied from a low of I4O percent to a high of 100 percent. Hunting 
success in the District was consistently two to four times higher than 
overall Region One success (Fig. I8). Second to road access, weather 
severity, in the form of snow, was the biggest variable in harvest 
success within the region.
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Figure 17. Moxmtain goat hunter harvest success rates for Hunting
District 121 and Hunting District 100, I96O through 1977<
£
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Figure l8. Mountain goat hunter harvest success rates for Hunting 
District 121 and Region One, I960 through 1977.
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Sex Ratio in Harvest
The overall harvest data within the study area over the past l8 
years show a fairly even split between females and males, 35 nannies to 
33 billies. A great deal of discrepancy exists between the sex ratio of 
the District kill compared to the sex ratio of the kill on a drainage- 
to—drainage basis. Seventeen kill areas were determined from hunter 
interviews (Table 10) with one other generalized area listed as Thompson 
Falls for classifying the two goat kills impossible to pinpoint. The 
kill area, Thompson Falls, had little effect on the overall kill data, 
since it represented only 2.9 percent of the total kill.
Of the 17 kill areas, three areas exist within the same drainage 
and apparently represent subpopulations of the same goat herd. The 
Graves Creek Drainage supported the Cougar Peak, Graves Creek, and 
Graves Peak herds. This Drainage has an excellent road that provided 
good accessibility for goat hunters. Twenty animals (30.9% of the 
total goat harvest for the District over the past l8 years) were taken 
out of this Drainage with females representing 65 percent of the goat 
harvest.
Seven of the 17 kill areas show twice as many nannies being 
harvested as billies. Eight other areas show the male harvest exceed­
ing females by 2 to 1. Only two areas. Mount Headley and the West 
Fork of the Thompson River, show an even sex kill, but both areas ac­
count for only 11 goats (l6.1%) of the harvest over the past l8 years.
Uneven ratios of sexes in the kill accounted for 81). percent of 
the total District harvest, and may have tremendous ramifications 
throughout the area. The most important was the relative rates of 
reproduction within the different herds.
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Table 10. Sexes of mountain goat kills by area for Hunting District 
121— i960 through 1976.
Area F kills % M kills % Total
Graves Creek 7 6if h 36 11
Mt. Headley if Wf 5 56 9
Cougar Peak 63 3 37 8
Cabin Lake 2 29 5 71 7
Junction of West Fork 
and Thompson River h 67 2 33 6
Squaw Creek h 100 - 0 h
Porcupine Lake 1 25 3 75 h
Priscilla Peak 3 100 - 0 3
Four Lakes Area 1 33 2 67 3
Fishtrap-Terrace Lakes 0 3 100 3
Upper West Fork 1 50 1 50 2
Graves Peak 1 100 - 0 1
Bay State Creek 1 100 — 0 1
Goat Creek - 0 1 100 1
Mt. Silcox - 0 1 100 1
Cube Iron Trail - 0 1 100 1
Koo-Koo-Sint — 0 1 100 1
Thompson Falls (?) 1 50 1 50 2
Total 35 51 33 k9 68
^ata taken from returned mountain goat questionnaires— Montana Fish 
and Game office, Libby.
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In most instances, where a predominantly female kill occurred, 
reduction in herd size or total eradication took place. The Cougar Peak 
and Graves Creek herds were totally eradicated after female harvests of 
63 and 62* percent, respectively. In addition to high female kills, the 
harvest of the breeding segment (dominant nannies) within the different 
herds took place in a short span of time, Billies were still being 
harvested, while nannies made up the largest percentage of the harvest 
within the individual herds. Herd reduction or total extirpations of 
mountain goats have taken place in the following areas: Cougar Peak, 
Graves Creek, Mount Headley, Squaw Creek, and the junction of the West 
Fork of the Thompson River with the Thon^son River. Two kill areas, 
Squaw Creek and Priscilla Peak, that experienced 100 percent female 
kills over the past I8 years, still contain goats. Both areas are 
roadless. Possibly, the inaccessibility of the areas together with the 
lack of constant hunter harassment has stabilized these two herds. 
Generally, 1 feel that a herd that loses a high percentage of its 
breeding segment over a short span of time and is continually hunted 
can not keep recruitment in pace with harvest rates.
Future Resource Demands
Hunting. Unless goat hunting is suspended in the southern 
Cabinet Range, hunter harvest will most certainly be the primary con­
sumptive use of the resource. Future management should concern itself 
with this point. From I96O through 1962|, little demand for mountain 
goat permits was evident in the Hunting District. The majority of the 
applications submitted were filled, with several individuals receiving 
mountain goat permits in consecutive years. Since 196$, the demand by
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both residents and non-residents of Montana for goat permits in Hunting 
District 121 has increased dramatically (Fig. 19)» The future outlook 
for fulfilling the requests for permits seems extremely small. If con­
tinued hunting is allowed, even with two permits, little surplus can be 
expected in the goat population. The current assessment of the situation 
is that the goats will be barely holding their own, should the two be 
filled on a year-to-year basis.
Shortening the hunting season should have little impact on goat 
herds (Table ll). Most mountain goats taken in the past l8 years were 
shot prior to the middle of October, the beginning of the general big 
game season in past years. Elk hunting and to a lesser extent deer 
hunting hold more interest for most hunters than the specialty hunts.
Aesthetic qualities. Little recreational use of the high coun­
try took place in the past. Future aesthetic and recreational use of 
the area should increase because the American public desires less popu­
lated regions with high quality recreational opportunities. It can be 
expected that high demands will be experienced in nonconsumptive uses 
of wildlife, such as bird watching and nature photography. Presently:
Demands are being made for additional recreation opportunities, 
more green space, better management of rural resources, and 
reversal of longstanding patterns of air, water, and land pol­
lution. Enphasis is now toward clean air, pure water, quietness, 
open space, recreation, greater educational and cultural oppor­
tunities. . . . (Anon. 1974).
Wildlife viewing of bighorn sheep is presently a major attractant along 
Montana Route 200 between Thompson Falls and Plains in the spring. In 
the past, mountain goats were considered a local drawing card, particu­
larly in the more accessible areas of Graves Creek and along the Thomp­
son River and the West Fork of the Thompson River.
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Figure 19. Yearly fluctuations in applicant success rates for mountain 
goat permits in Hunting District 121, 19&S through 1977.
- i
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Table 11. Moimtain goat hunting seasons and weather conditions for 
Hunting District 121— I96O through 1977*
Year Season Days Weather Conditions
i960 Sept. l5“Nov. 19 66 Good
1961 Sept. l5-Nov. 19 66 Fairly good
1962 Sept. 15-Nov. 25 72 Good
1963 Sept. l5-Hov. 2I4. 71 Poor
196I4 Sept. 15-Hov. 21 68 Poor
1965 Sept. l5~Nov. 21 68 Poor
1966 Sept. l5-Nov. 27 7k Good
1967 Sept. l5-Nov. 26 73 Good
1968 Sept. 15-Dec. l5 93 Very poor
1969 Sept. 15-Nov. 23 70 Poor
1970 Sept. l5-Nov. 29 76 Good
1971 Sept. 15-Nov. 28 75 Good
1972 Sept. l5-Nov. 26 73 Pair
1973 Sept. l5-Nov. 25 72 Good
197U Sept. l5-Nov. 22* 71 Good
1975 Sept. 15-Kov. 23 70 Good
1976 Sept. 15-Nov. 28 75 Good
1977 Sept. 15-Nov. 27 7k Very good
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Scientific use. The area possesses an enormous wealth of wild­
life for potential ungulate ecology and management research. Within 
the Thompson Falls vicinity, two bighorn sheep studies and the present 
mountain goat project were carried out within the past 1+ years. It can 
be expected that future wildlife research through the various universi­
ties would be forthcoming, if financial backing is provided for the 
projects.
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MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
1, Recommendation: Forest roads, critical for protection of goat
herds, in Hunting District 121, should be closed.
Rationale: Until the past few years, road hunting has accounted
for a large percentage of the goat kills. Because goat herds were 
severely depleted in areas near roads, road closures should be con­
sidered at the following locations:
A. the Cougar Peak Road, 10 miles (l6 km) from the bottom
rather than the present gate, 1 mile (l,6 km) from the top. Closure
of this road should be in effect only during the big game hunting 
seasons since the area is a local tourist attraction during the summer;
B. the upper end of the Four Lakes Road across from the Cabin 
Lake Trailhead provides easy access along a narrow rough road into the 
Cube Iron Complex and a permanent road closure is recommended;
C. the Graves Creek Road adjacent to the junction of Vermilion 
Peak Road should be considered for permanent closure. Crosscountry 
skiers and snowmobilers would still have access to the upper basins, 
but the rfount Headley goat herd would be afforded better protection 
than at present;
D. the Liver Ridge Road, 3 miles (it.8 km) south of the inter­
section with Honeymoon Creek should be closed only during the big game
hunting seasons.
95
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2, Recommendation: Future timber management practices should pinpoint 
road closures in the original environmental impact study, where roads 
will enter known or suspected mountain goat ranges.
Rationale: In the past, little thought was given to road closures
in the planning process for timber management. To protect existing or 
suspected goat herds in Hunting District 121, closer cooperative rela­
tions between timber management personnel and wildlife biologists are 
needed. Prior planning of road closures would curtail motor vehicular 
hunting access, a primary management concern in the past.
3. Recommendation: Future roads should not be routed beneath areas 
that contain the habitat groups and land types essential for mountain 
goat survival.
Rationale: Habitat groups 01 (Rockland) and 32 (Douglas-fir/shrub)
in association with land type 20 (Rockland and Talus) are essential as 
mountain goat winter range. Because the time spent on winter range is 
the most critical period of the year for goats, regions beneath these 
habitat and land types on southerly exposures should remain roadless.
As far as possible, a buffer zone between these habitat forms and road 
construction should be included where feasible. Mountain goats appear 
to be much more flexible on summer ranges and the influence of road 
construction should not be as great.
Recommendation: Institute goat management on a drainage-by-drainage
basis.
Rationale: Past goat hunting was concentrated in the more access­
ible areas. Graves Creek and the West Fork of the Thompson River. Both 
goat populations declined severely over the past 10 years. With drain-
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age rather than District management, accessible drainages could be 
closed to goat hunting until the herds increase to huntable numbers.
The closure of the entire southern portion of Hunting District 121 
(south of Graves Creek Drainage) should be considered.
5. Recommendation: Where all other efforts to increase goat herds
fail or do not meet expected results, réintroduction of animals should 
be considered.
Rationale: Transplants were successful in Colorado (Rutherford
1972), South Dakota (Swift I9U0), Alaska (Hjelford 1973)» and Montana 
(Lentfer 1955). In the case of Hunting District 121, little dispersion 
of goats after release is desirable. The two areas, possessing excel­
lent goat habitat and which formerly had goats, are the Cube Iron 
Mountain-Mount Silcox and Graves Creek-Cougar Peak areas. The Graves 
Creek Drainage contains an excellent access road. Hunting in these 
two areas should be suspended until the introduced animals colonize 
the area and establish a population near carrying capacity.
6. Recommendation: Goat hunters should be required to comply with 
the same type of regulations presently requiring bighorn sheep hunters 
to present the animals' heads to a state game biologist.
Rationale: Horn measurements, curvature, and growth rings would
supply sex and age structure of the harvest. When females are shot, 
requiring presentation of the reproductive tract would aid in estimating 
the fecundity of the breeding segment.
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SUMMARY
The population status of the Rocky Mountain goat in the southern 
Cabinet Mountain Range, Montana, was studied from February 1977 to 
January 1978. The study area had a history of intensive logging since 
the mid-1950's. Silver and lead mines were located along the periphery 
of the eastern boundary, adjacent to the Thompson River.
The first regional inventory of goat populations was finished in 
1937 with an estimated 110 animals in the study area. Statewide moun­
tain goat censuses conducted in the late 19U0’s showed SO animals using 
the same area. Recent censuses indicate only 20 to 25 goats. Histor^ 
ically, six wintering herds occupied the area, only three winter ranges 
are currently used.
Goats utilized different summer and winter ranges. Winter ranges 
covered an extremely small area compared to the summer range, which ex­
tended onto all aspects of subalpine grasslands and glacial basins.
Winter ranges were on southerly exposures, ranging from southeast to 
southwest, with cliffs which readily shed snow. In a year of average 
snowfall, the goats moved onto winter ranges in mid-October and stayed 
until late May.
Since the beginning of mountain goat hunting in Hunting District 
121 in 1956, the "typical goat hunter" changed from basically a meat 
hunter to one pursuing trophy animals. This radical turnaround was 
closely linked to the permit system and the increased appreciation of
98
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the mountain goat as a trophy hig game animal.
The major hunted areas closely paralleled the roads in the area. 
Seventeen areas received the brunt of the hunting pressure; nine had 
roads beneath goat winter ranges. Until the past few years, the majors 
ity of goats harvested in the District were taken by road hunters. 
Presently, no winter or fall transitional ranges contain goats in areas 
near roads.
Natural mortality, while not an overall cause of decline, played 
a role in the reduction of individual goat herds. Most predation was 
accorded to the mountain lion, with several documented kills. During 
the mid-1950*s, tuberculosis may have appeared in the Mount Headley herd 
and possibly others. One goat hunter became infected with a bovine 
strain after injuring himself prior to field dressing several goat kills.
local residents placed the blame for the goat decline in recent 
years on poachers. Only one documented case of poaching was prosecuted 
and involved the illegal kill of two or possibly three goats. Reliable 
sources stated a trophy head-hunting operation worked the Thompson Falls 
vicinity for several years and several known goat kills were found. Big 
game animals in the area are valuable as trophies, so poaching may con­
tinue, but to a lesser extent on goats due to their present inaccessi­
bility.
Reproduction in the Thompson Falls goat herds is low. Since 
winter range conditions seem adequate, nutrition is apparently not the 
limiting factor. Heavy harvesting of goats and skewed-sex harvests 
within the individual drainages appear to keep recruitment down. Fol­
lowing the harvesting of dominant animals (breeding nannies) on pre­
ferred cliffs, subordinate goats may have moved from less preferred
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ranges to fill the habitat voids left by the exploited animals. Over a 
period of time, continued harvesting of dominant animals on preferred 
cliffs may have caused goat recruitment to plummet.
Harvest success rates in the study area are consistently higher 
than those in adjoining hunting districts. Kill data show a two to 
three times greater harvest success rate than other hunting districts 
in the northwest region. Proliferation of roads into goat terrain 
appears to be the underlying cause behind the high harvest success 
rates in Hunting District 121. The lack of a management plan to con­
trol goat harvests on a drainage-to-drainage basis is a major problem. 
Over the past l8 years, reported kill data showed an almost even split 
of 51 percent nannies to h9 percent billies. Dividing the total kill 
into kill areas showed seven of the kill areas (14.1%) with a 2:1 harvest 
of nannies over billies. Eight other kill areas (i|_7%) showed a com­
plete reversal, with a 2:1 skewed billy harvest. Two kill areas (II.8 %) 
showed an evenly balanced kill between sexes.
Current restrictions in Hunting District 121 allow only two goat 
permits. With this low number and the inaccessibility of the present 
herds, hunting will probably not in̂ pact the goat populations as severely 
as it has in the past. Restricting access, including the closing of 
forest roadways is needed immediately. Goat management on a drainage 
rather than district basis should be considered. Presentation to state 
wildlife biologists of female reproductive tracts and heads of both 
sexes from killed goats should be compulsory. If goat herds fail to 
reach expected population levels after several years, the réintroduc­
tion of goats into previously occupied terrain may be the most feasible 
method of reestablishing viable populations. If goats are to exist
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within the area, closer hunter-management ties ntust be created, 
ties should include a closer working relationship with the sportsme 
clubs to inform members of the existing management problems and po 
solutions.
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Name:  _____________
Address ___________
Telephone :__________
Kill date:__________
Weather conditions
Type of terrain:___
Location of kill:
Approx. time of kill; __________
No. of yrs. applied for permit : 
Distance to nearest road:
Distance to nearest clearcut;
Access:   car   horse
other
Other goat sightings at kill site:
Other goat sightings other than kill site:____
General feeling toward mt. goat population
in area: ___  increase ___ decrease  static
  unknown
Days logged in hunting; _______
walkin
Disposition of goat:
W .
4
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APPENDIX B
REPORTED MOUNTAIN GOAT KILLS TAKEN FROM QUESTIONNAIRE 
RETUENS IN HUNTING DISTRICT 121 (196O-I976)
Year Sex Area of Kill
i960 M Porcupine Lake
M Porcupine Lake
P Cabin Lake Trail
F Porcupine Lake
1961 M W, Fk. Fishtrap Cr.-l mile from Terrace Lake
M Cube Iron Trail
M Mt, Headley-Rock slide above Image Lake
1962 F Four Lakes area
F Mt. Headley
1963 M Mt. Headley vie. Carbine Lake
M Graves Ck. ^ mi. from Cougar Peak
F Mt. Headley
I96U M Graves Creek
M Graves Creek near Cougar Peak
M Fishtrap Creek near Terrace Lake
1965 M ¥. Fk. Thompson River-Four Lakes area
M Cabin Lake
F Graves Creek
M Mt. Headley
F Mt. Headley
F Graves Peak
M Copper King (W.F, and Thompson River)
1966 M W. Fk. and Thompson River
F Cabin Lake Trail
F W. Fk. and Thompson River
F Mt. Headley
F Cougar Peak
F Cougar Peak
M Cabin Lake Trail
F Cougar Peak
1967 F Squaw CreekF Buckeye Canyon (w. Fk. and Thompson River)
M Cougar Peak
M Mt. Headley
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Ixea of Kill
1967 (cont.) F Squaw Creek
F Squaw Creek
F Graves Creek
1968 M Cabin Lake
F Squaw Creek
M Mt. Silcox
M W. Fk. Thonç)Son River
M W. Fk. Fishtrap Creek-Terrace Lake
M Goat Peak
Ï969 M Cougar Peak
F Priscilla Peak
F W, Fk. and Thompson River
F W. Fk. and Thompson River (Copper King)
F Bay State Creek
2 killed out of study area
1970 F Cougar Peak
M Four Lake Creek
F Graves Creek
M Cougar Peak
M Koo-Koo-Sint Ridge
2 killed out of study area
1971 F Cougar Peak
F Priscilla Peak
F Graves Creek
1972 M Graves Creek
M Cabin Lake Trail
M Cabin Lake
F Thompson Falls
1 killed out of study area
1973 F Graves Creek
F W. Fk. Thompson Ri’
1974 M Thompson FallsF Graves Creek
1 killed out of study area
1972 F Graves CreekM Goat Creek Sec. 31
1976 F Priscilla Peak
M Porcupine Lake
M Mt. Headley
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